
G.5.6 Review of Severe LOCA Scenario

A loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) is defined as a leak of heavy-water cool-
ant from the reactor’s primary cooling system. No fuel melting is expected in
any probable LOCA. The rate of leakage in a LOCA could range from a trickle at
a flange to a major discharge if a large pipeline should experience a rupture.
An emergency cooling system (ECS) is provided to add water to the reactor to
cool the core in case such a leak OCCU=S. For conservatism, the ECS design pro-
vides a“fficient flow to cool the core completely for the most severe leak that
can be hypothesized. No reasonable mechanism has been identified that can cause
a leak of this magnitude. For smaller, more probable leaks, the ECS would sup-
ply coolant far in excess of that needed to cool the core.

The heavy water in the SRP reactors gradually builds up small amounts of
radioactive tritium from neutron activation. If part of the tritium evaporates,
some would mix with the reactor building atmosphere and pass to the environment
via the 61-meter exhaust stack. Assuming conservatively that there is 3 percent
of heavy water evaporated and that it contains a maximum tritium content, the
nlaxfumdose from exposure to tritium to a person at the Plant boundary w~”ld M
0.007 rem.

If the ECS were activated, it would flood the reactor cooling system at a
rate of up to 53,000 liters per minute, causing the heavy-water primary coolant
to h displaced into sumps from which the heavy water would be pumped into two
holding tanks that are vented to the reactor building. The first holding tank
has a capacity of 225,000 liters and would retain initially all of the displaced
heavy water from the reactor. The second holding tank has a capacity of 1.9
million liters. Following an accident, the ECS flow could be reduced gradually
as the leak is isolated and the residual decay power in the reactor decreases.
If the leak is isolated promptly, as expected in most cases studied, the holding
tanks would not be completely filled. Otherwise, the holding tanks might be
filled in a few hours. In the unlikely event that the ECS flow would have to
continue kyond the time the holding tanks are filled (2.1-million-liter rapac-
ity), the water from the reactor would bs river water with little or no triti-
ated heavy water expected. This water would then bypass the holding tanks and
flow to the 190-million-literexcavated basin. Some additional tritium release
to the atmosphere might occur; it would, however, be very small.

Even if only one of three ECS supply lines functions properly (i.e., if
the LOCA occurred in one of the lines and if valves in a second line failed to
open), no melting would be expected for the more credible leak rates. For the
hypothetical maximum leak rate, it has been estimated that aa much aa 1 percent
of the core might become overheated and possibly melt in the first minutes of
an accident while the decay power ia high. In the event of such melting, some
radioactive fission products--particulates, volatile noble gasea and
radioiodine--would be releaaed from the fuel and swept along with the ECS flow.
The particulate and soluble radioiodine would be carried to the holding tanks
where they would b confined. Noble gases and volatile radioiodine would tend
to enter the building or confinement tank and pass into the confinement filter
system. More than 99 percent of the radioiodine would be absorbed on the carbon
beds provided for that purpose. However, noble gases would bs released to the



environment. The estimated radiation exposure to the maximum individual at the
plant boundary would be approximately O.1 rem whole body and 0.5 rem to the
thyroid.

As noted above, if ECS flow continues beyond the time at which the 2.1-
million-liter tanks are filled, any additional discharge would bypasa the hold-
ing tanks and enter directly into the 190-million-liter basin. Becsuae possible
melting and fission-product releaae wOuld have occurred early in such a tran-
sient, river water entering the earthen bssin after the holding tanka were
filled would have passed thrOugh a well-cooled and well-flushed core. That
river water would be expected to carry only a minimal quantity of fission
products and other contamination into the earthen basin. No additional risk ia
attributed to this accident because the metallic fuels used in SRP reactors will
resolidify when cooling is restored; there la an extremely low probability of
delayed core damage after the ECS flow has been established and the confinement
tanks have been filled.

Therefore, no radioactive material, except som tritiated moderator, would
be released aa a result of any expected LOCA (no melting occurs). For the more
severe hypothetical and improbable case of a l-percent core heatup and melt fol-
lowing a LOCA, most fission products, except noble gases and smsll amounts of
tritium and radioiodine, which could escape from the core, would ba contained
within the reactor building and the holding tanka.

While there has never been a major accident to challenge the confinement
ayatem, the system waa developed on the baais of a comprehensive experimental
program. Routine performance teata of the confinement system are conducted
regularly. Furthermore, when a source rod melt at one of the SRP reactors did
challenge the major featurea of the ayatem in 1969, it responded perfectly. The
system is always on line (i.e., ventilation air ia continuously drawn through
the filters by three fans powered by two independent motors with automatic
backup power supplies). Only one operating fan ie required.

The confinement system ventilation air first paesea through demisters that
remove any water droplets, allowing the HEPA and carbon filters to operate at
maximum efficiency. The effect of radioiodine overloading causing carbon to
overheat haa been studied extensively. Even for a maximum loading ssaociated
with a theoretical 100-percent core meltdown, the air flow from a single fan is
efficient to keep the carbon from overheating. r)r the postulated worst hypo-
thetical accident of a 3-percent core melt, the margin on overheating would be
much larger.

Because carbon is less effective in absorbing and retaining organic iodide

compounds compared to elemental iodine, SRP haa developed special impregnants
for the carbon used In the confinement ayatem. These impregnants improve the
capacity of the system both to absorb and to retain organic iodide. Further-
more, the nuclear power industry is developing a considerable ~dy of evidence
that radioiodine releaeed from fuel elements would be largely in nonvolatile
forms that would stay dissolved in water or tend to remain inside the reactor
vessel and the reactor building. Because of these phenomena, little volatile
radioiodine was releaaed to the reactor building during the TMI-2 accident. The
Savannah River Laboratory ia engaged in a research program to quantify theee ef-
fects. The conclusion is that no mechanism exiate by which a large portion of
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the iodine would be converted instantaneously to organic compounds in an acci-
dent; the effect of organic radioiodine release thrnugh the confinement system ITE
is not a significant dose factor.

The potential fnr steam or hydrogen explosions in an accident has been
analyzed; the impact of such explosions on the confinement system has been aa-
sessed. For more credible accidents, the amount of fuel damage is so small as
to preclude the potential for such explosions. For the more severe hypothetical
accidents, the confinement system has the @pacit y to accommodate the hypothet-
ical gas or energy releases. If hydrogen were formed during an accident, it
,’wouldbe swept from the building by the high ventilatinn flow of the confinement
..systembefore explosive hydrngen concentrations could be reached. This sweepout
“is in centrast to a closed centainment where a buildup o’fhydrogen gas could
threaten the contaf.nment integrity in certain hypothesized accidents. The nu-
clear industry is considering how to deal with this threat, One option king

‘\ considered, and already adopted in Sweden, is a filtered, vented containment
incorporating mny nf the features of the SW confinement system.

\
G.5.7 Improbability of fission product release

:>,.. As discussed in previous sections, release nf fission ‘products to the en-
vironment would first require an initiating event to chadIe,ngethe physical
barriers and safety systems provided to prevent such a releaae, and then a
‘breakdownor failure of these barriers and systems. Such a,sequence 1S improb-

able. Although probability values are not precisely known ‘for the rare events
being considered here, estimates can bs ~de for illustration. Several se-
quences using estimated or bounding probability values are discussed in this
section for two of the accidents analyzed in Section G.4.1. A more complete
probabilistic risk assessment”study of the entire spectrum “ofaccidents is under
way.

;G.5.7.1 Hypothetical D20 pipe break

An abrupt double-ended break of a major D20 pipe is discussed in Section
G.4.1.17. It is not considered to be a credible accident kcause an abrupt
catastrophic failure that allows unimpeded leakage from both Sections of pipe is
believed to be impossible with stainless steel pipe. However, the frequency of
some ty e of large pipe failure has been previously estimated at 1 x 10-4 to
1X1O -! per reactor year. The log uean of this range, 3 x 10-5, 1S axs”med

to be the upper bound of probability of the maximum possible pipe break, which
is the initiating event of the sequence shown in Figure G-4. This event chal-
lenges the shutdown systems, the Emergency Cooling System (ECS), and possibly
the Airborne Activity Confinement.System (MCS ). The shutdown system have a
very high probability of working, and are excluded as a failure mode in the
sequence shown in Figure G-4. The ECS has a high probability of working, which
leads to the most probable and least harmful nutcome of the sequence, namely, a
moderator tritium release, but no fission product release. B“t the ECS can ex-
perience partial or total failure; analysis of ECS failure modes lead to the
probabilities shown in Figure G–4. These failure ❑odes lead to less probable
but larger releases of fiaaion products. For total failure of ECS, the AACS is
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FigureG-4. Illuatmtive aequance of Wpothetioal double-ended D@ pipe break.



protected by the Confinement Heat Removal System (CHRS). A probability of fail-
ure of 0.5 is assumed for this illustration. The probability of outcomes that
lead to larger releases of fission products is extremely smll, as shown in
Figure G-4.

G.5.7.2 Control rod withdrawal accident

The control rod withdrawal accidents are discussed in Section G.4.1.3.
These accidents challenge the shutdown systems and possibly the AACS. The gang
rod withdrawal is more challenging but less probable, and the sequence is illus-
trated in Figure G-5. No such event has occurred in over 115 reactor-years of
operation, and this established an upper bound of an occurrence, with 95-percent
confidence, of 3 x 10-2 per reactor year. The safety rod scram system and the
automctic bcckup ehutdown system (ABS-S/C) have a high probability of working,
and success of either one leads to an outcome with negligible fission product
release. Failure of both systems would lead to an undefined amount of core
melting, damage to the reactor structure, and ejection of steam into the process
room. Even so, there ia a good, but undefined, probability that the AACS would
contain most of the iodine (but release n,oblegases and tritium). The prob-
ability of significant or large fission product release is very smell, as shown
in Figure G-5.

G.5.7.3 Total risk from all postulated reactor accidents

TO provide a perspective on the overall accident risk of L-Reactor opera-
tion, Figure G-6 ia a preliminary total probability curve that presents the
annual probability of a resident living at the SRP site boundary receiving more
than a certain dose from postulated accidenta. These results are based on acci-
dent analyaes presented in the Safety Analysis Report (Du Pent, 1983a), includ-
ing leas severe accidents at the high end of the probability spectrum and an
assumed hypothetical 100-percent core melt at the upper bound of the conse-
quences spectrum. Six different accident initiators were considered. For all
the accidents, the moat probable outcom is no reactor daumge. For the aix
accidenta, only 11 postulated, but highly improbable, sequences resulted in sig-
nificant amounts of reactor core damsge (ranging from 1 percent to 100 per-
cent). These accident sequences were as follows:

1.
EN-27

A loss-of-coolant accident with only one operable ECS.

2. A loaa-of-coolant accident with a total failure of the ECS. I

3. The withdrawal of a single control rod or a gang of control rods
with a failure of both the safety-rod scram and the ABS-SC.

4. Leas of coolant to a single target asaembly with a failura of both
the safety-rod scram and the ABS-SC. I

5. A loss-of-pumping accident with only one operable ECS. I
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Figure G-5. Illustrative aequerrm of control rod withdrawal accidenta
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6. A loss-of‘pumping accident with a total failure of the ECS.

7. A reloading error during charge/discharge operations msking the
reactor supercrltlcal.

8-11. Extended total loss of offsite (commercial) power together with ex-
tended loss of onsite generating capability. This sequence affects
s1l reactors and is postulated to result in core damage to 1, 2, 3,
or 4 reactors.

The computed offsite doses for the loss-of-coolant accident with 1 percent
core damage and the reloading error with 3-percent core damage are listed in
Table G-8 for median meteorology (conditions for which the nwre severe meteoro-
logical conditions are not exceeded 50 percent of the time). The relative doses
for other meteorological frequencies are shown in Figure G-7. Doses for postu-
lated core damage of 10 and 100 percent are, respectively, 10 and 100 times the
dose for 1-percent damage.

The probability of occurrence of an accident sequence was combined with the
data for meteorological probability versus offsite dose for each of the above 11
sequences. Then, for a given dose rate, the occurrence probabilities were com-
bined to obtain an overall probability per reactor-year of exceeding a given
dose. This overall dose probability curve is shown in Figure G-6. The results
are consistent with (1) the decreasing frequency of meteorological conditions
that give higher doses for any accident (Figure G-7), and (2) the extremely low
probability of accidents occurring with core damage exceeding 3 percent.

The implementation of reactor safety program has reduced the probability
of occurrence of accidents to extremely low levels. Figure G-6 indicates that
the probability of exceeding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission site whole body
dose criteria for commercial power reactors (10 CFR 100) of 25 rem at the site
boundary in accident situations is extremely low (less than 10-7 per year),
even in the mat severe hypothetical accidents.

The traditional approach to SRP reactor safety analysis addreaeed the con-
sequences for “worst case credible” (and even som “noncredible”) accidents
based on the single failure criterion. This criterion assumes that the initial
accident Is compounded by the failure of the single most important active com-
ponent designed to mitigate the accident. (An active component is one that mst
change its state to perform its duty; e.g., a valve must bs realigned, etc.)
The initiation of the accident and the failure of the component were considered
without regard to the actual probability of their occurrence.

Results from the preliminary risk evaluation of the eleven accident se-
quences discussed above support earlier evaluations, made for worst-case sce-
narios using single failure criteria, which concluded there is negligible risk
to public health and safety.
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G.6 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS FOR A 1O-PERCENT CORS MELT

Any accident resulting in damage greater than the maximum calculated for
the previously discussed accidents (3-percent core melt) is highly improbable.
However, in order to assess the consequences of core-melting for which no
reasonable mechanistic scenario can be conceived, a 10-percent melt accident
(more than three times as severe as the worst accident previously considered)
is postulated. Based on the discussion for the lesser consequence accidents,
the probability of a 10-percent core mlt would be considerably lower than
1o-6 per reactor year.

The consequence analysis for a 10-percent core-melt accident his been car-
ried out with the CRAC2 code (Ritchie et al., 1981). This is a revised version
of the code CRAC (Calculating of Reactor Accident Consequences) which was devel-
oped for use In the Rsactor Safety Study (NRC, 1975). The organization of CRAC2
is given in Figure G-8.

This section of the appendix summarizes the input data used for CRAC2 anal-
ysis. The results of this analysis are presented in Section 4.2.1.5 and su~-
rized in Table 4-24.

Curies of fission products and actinides released to the atmosphere

The amount (curies) of each radionuclide released to the atmosphere for
each accident sequence is obtained by multiplying the release fractions by the
amounts that would be present in the core at the tim of the hypothetical
accident.

For a 10-percent core-melt accident, the release fractions are O.1 for the
noble gases, 5 x 1o-6 for the particulate and 1.66 x 10-3 for the iodines.
Included in the iodine release fraction is the 120-hour resorption from a 30-
month service aged carbon filter bed.

The fission product invento~ in any SRP reactor charge varies with the
reactor charge, the irradiation history, and the operating power level. For
purposes of consistency and conservatism, a 3000-megawatt operating power level
and saturation inventory of the important fission gases was used. The inventory
values were calculated using the Du Pent SHIELD code (Finch, Chandler, and
Church, 1979) for single assemblies of both Mark 16 and Mark 31A in the highest
power zone of the reactor at the end of the first s“bcycle. The specific power
was 6 mgawatts per assembly for the fuel and 2.88 mgawatts per assembly for
the target. Three hundred assemblies of each type were assumed to obtain a
total power of 2664 wgawatts. Individual assembly inventory values were then
corrected by the factor (300)(3000)/(2664) to obtain full core inventory values
fOr each assembly type. For all short-lived (half-life less than 45 days)
isotopes the values thus obtained are saturation inventory values. For long
lived isotopes (half-Iife greater than 225 days), the SHIELD code values for the
fuel tubes were multiplied by 5 to obtain the approximate inventory at the end
of 5 subcycles. For isotopes with half lives of bstween 45 and 225 daya, the
standard buildup decay equations were used to obtain an equilibrium inventory at
the end of 5 subcycles. Since targets are not recycled, no correction is
necessary for Mark 31A assemblies.

. . .
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The equilibrium isotopic inventory for important radionuclides is tabulated
in Table G-10. The radionuclides in this table are the sam as those used in
the Reactor Safety Study (NRC, 1975). The elimination of radionuclides from
consideration in radiation dose calculations was based on a number of parame-
ters, such as quantity (curies), release fractions, radioactive half-life, emit-
ted radiation type and energy, and chemical characteristics.

Meteorological data

The CRAC2 input data file contains a full year of consecutive hourly values
of windspeed, wind direction, stability class and precipitation. These were
processed from measurements taken at the K-Area meteorological tower during the
year 1978. Hourly precipitation data for Augusta, Georgia, was obtained from
the National Weather Service. The stability category was determined by using
the sigma-theta’s from the K-Area meteorological data file.

Prior to sequence selection, the entire year of weather data was sorted
into 29 weather categories (termed “bins”), as defined in Table G-11. Each of
the 8760 potential sequences was first examined to determine if rain occurs any-
where within 50 kilometers of the accident site. If not, a similar examination
was made for wind speed slowdowns. If neither of these conditions occurred, the
sequence was categorized by the stability and wind speed at the start of the
accident. A probability for each weather bin was estimated from the number of
sequences placed in the bin. Sequences were then sampled from each of the bins
(with appropriate probabilities) for use in risk calculations, assuring that low
probability adverse weather conditions were adequately included (four sequences
were selected from each bin in this current analysis). The proposed technique
also allowed the use of wind direction statistics for specific weather
conditions.

Population distributions

The population distribution around the site has bsen assigned to a grid
consisting of 16 sectors, the first of which is centered on due north, the sec-
ond on 22-1/2 degrees east of north, and so on. There are also 28 radial inter-
vals as shown in Table G-12, which contains the predicted permcnent resident
population for the year 2000.

Evacuation modeling and other protective measures

In this assessment, no evacuation and special sheltering measures were
assumed.

Other countermeasures

The other protective actions include (1) either complete denial nf use (in-
terdiction) or permitting use only at a later time after appropriate decontami-
nation Of crops and milk; (2) decontamination of severely contaminated land and
property when it iS considered to be economically feasible to lower the levels
of contadnation to protective actinn guide levels; (3) denial of use (interdic-
tion) of severely contaminated land and property for varying periods of tires
until the contamination levels are reduced by radioactive decay and weathering
to such a level that decontamination is economically possible as in (2) above.
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Table G-10. Equilibrium activity in the reactor core

Radioactive Inventory Half–life
Group/radionuclide (millions of curies) (days)

A. Noble Gases
Krypton-85 0.23 3,919
Krypton-85m 4.8 0.187
K~pton-87 35 0.0528
Krypton-88 73 0.117
XenOn-133 167 5.29
XenOn-135 20 0.382

B. Iodines
Iodine-131 74 8.04
Iodine-132 114 0.0952
Iodine-133 174 0.867
Iodine-134 181 0.0365
Iodine-135 164 0.274

c. Alkali metals
Rubidium–B6 0.012 18.7
Cesium-134 0.28 752
Cesium-136 0.44 13.0
Cesium-137 1.9 11,000

D. Tellurium-antimony
Telluriuni-127
Tellurium-127m
Tellurium-129
Tellurium-129m
Tellurium131m
Tellurium-132
Antimony-127
Antimony–129

E. Akaline earths
Strontium-89
Strontium-90
Strontium-91
Barium-140

F. Cobalt and noble metals
Cobalt-58
Cobalt-60
Molybdenum-99
Technetium-99m
Ruthenium-103
Ruthenium-105
Ruthenium-106
Rhodium-105

3.6
0.31
5.3
4.3
10.3
113
4.1
18.B

0.390
109
0.049
33.4
1.25
3.25
3.80
0.181

100 52.0
0.59 10,260
136 0.395
145 12.8

0.0
230
156
134
80
7.8
4.5
38

71.3
1,921
2.75
0.251
39.6
0.185
369
1.48
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Table G-10. Equilibrium activity in the reactor core (continued)

Radioactive inventory Half-life
Group/radionuclide (millions of curies) (days)

G. Rare earths, refractory

oxides and transuranics
Yttrium-90 0.12 2.67
Yttrium-91 118 58.8
ZircOnium-95 132 65.5
ZircOnium-97 145 0.70
Niobium-95 39 35.1
Lanthanum-140 144 1.68
Cerium-141 135 32.5
Cerium-143 147 1.38
Cerium-144 62 284
Praseodymium-143 132 13.6
Neodymium-147 54 11.0

. Neptunium-239 45 2.35
Plutonium-238 0.45 32,510
PlutOnium-239 0.022 8.9x106
PlutOnium-240 0.020 2.5x106
PlutOnium-241 4.9 5.333
Americium-241 Trace 1.6x105
Curium-242 Trace 163
Curium-244 0.25 6,611
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Table G-n. One year of SRP meteorological data
sumn!arizedusing CRAC2 weather bin
categories

Weather bins Number of sequences Percent

1 R (0)
2 R (O-5)
3 R (5-10)
4 R (IO-15)
5 R (15-20)
6 R (20-25)
7 R (25-30)
8 S (0-10)
9 s (10-15)
10 S (15-20)
11 S (20-25)
12 S (25-30)
13 A-C 1,2,3
14 A-c 4,5
15D1
16D2
17D3
18D4
19D5
20E1
21E2
22E3
23E4
24E5
25Fl
26F2
27F3
28F4
29F5
30 All

397
27
86
76
68
58
56
65
46
57
47
50

1609
1985
19
116
303
1239
1016

8
33
109
654
456
1
0
7
99
73

8760

4.53
.31
.98
.87
.78
.66
.64
.74
.53
.65
.54
.57

18.37
22.66
.22
1.32
3.46
14.14
11.60
.09
.38
1.24
7.47
5.21
.01
.00
.08
1.13
.83

100.0

aWeather bin definitions: R = rain start-
ing within indicated interval (miles); S = Slow-
down occurring within indicated interval
(miles); A-C, D, E, F = stability categories;
1(0-1), 2(1-2), 3(2-3), 4(3-5), 5(GT 5) = wind
speed Intervala (m/s).
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Table G-1 2. 500 mile ppulat ion around the Savannah River Plant ( year 2000)

S.ctm Direction

(miles) N m2 E Em E EK E SS2 5 5SW SW Sw w Ww M w

0-5
5-4
&l
7-8.5
0.s-10
10-12.5

12.5-15
1S-17.5

~ $7.5-20
20-25

%
25-}0
m-35
3S-ho

4045
45-W
50-55

55-60
60-65
65-70
7045
85-lm
300-IYJ
1SC-2GU

0
343
606
725

8U
7U
9<0

1,07>

1,240
1,524

1,876
4,829
5,571

15,9ul
17, W
6,597
4,0h9
4,469
7,469

28,2s4
Il,we

535.167

0
0
0
0
0

2W
mJ
357

412
1,710
2,W0
2,503

2,657
11,569

12,9)1
20,QU6
83, >55

238,810
71,605
>2,665
15,301

739, e1t
569,7>6

0
0
0
0
0

244

298
352

m
7,m6
3,104
6,625

S,105
9,491

Io,w
7,913
1,2211

12,39
8,754

8J,105
XI,275

00
0 0
00
00
0 0

1,296 660

1,58b 816
1,011 9M

2,159 1,112
1,058 6,hJ%
1,292 1,865
4,J32 3,329

4,998 J,8&l
24,696 4,207

27,Wb b,7Q3
>,>63 10,196

5,692 7,0U
7,452 6,701
2.744 9.262

0
0
0
0
0

1,JJ9

1,636
1,934
2,2}1
1,750

2,140
1,4W
1,720
2, )70
2,650

1>,538
7,942
3,614
1,175

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3,21J
3,927
2,776
>,204
5,241
5,859

9m
3,877
1,963

14, S28

0
0
0
0
0

1>6
1%
196

226
>44
421
26>
70>

5,329
1,721
4,169
5,331
1,774
9,772

26:014 bb:~~ 29;8M 49,5S4 149:261
24,691 73,165 W7, %8 0 81,166

242.lk? 220.574 65.823 17.C49 0 0

0
0
0
0
0

191
234
276
119

1,354
1,656
3,622
4,170
2,>21
2,597
2,66>
2,012
7,b40
2,419

?5,174
43,624

0
0
0
0
0

5h

65
78
90

1,098
1,342
1,264
3,766

1,454
1,626

32,436
16,314
8,719

2,007
18,912
!8,753

110.916 130.924

0

0
0
0

0
195

2m
282
325

1,128

1,622
961

1,109
1,1.90
1, J20

1,94%
2,77k

12,028
2,032

14,4~1
20,273
05.6W

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,514

4,296
90b

1,136
)>,9J4
40,166

6, lhb
6,732
?,b06
4,121

20,13b
3>,616

322.803

0
0
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These astions would reduce the radiological exposure to the people from immedi-
ate and/or subsequent use of or livinE in the contaminated environment. In
CRAC2, these protective actions are ~deled
(NRc, 1975).

-xposure pathways

The exposure pathways modeled by CRAC2
j.nhalationof radioactive material from the
conver,vionfactors. which relate the curies
,---- . .

in the same way as in WASH-1400

are the
passing
inhaled

following. First, there is
cloud. The inhalation dose
to the subsequent radiation

aose co various Doay organs, remain the same as those used In the Reactor Safety
Study and are contained in the standard CRAC2 data file. Second, there are
cloudshine and groundshine, the Irradiation of body organs by gamm rays emitted
by the passing cloud or by fission products deposited on the ground. The cloud-
shine and groundshine dose conversion factors also remin the Same as in the
Reactor Safety Study and are contained in the CRAC2 data file. Third, there are
chronic exposure pathways, which include (1) resuspension of deposited radio-
active material by the wind; (2) long-term exposure to gamm rays from deposited
fission products, especially cesium, including the effects of weathering; (3)
consumption of milk; (4) consumption of milk products; (5) consumption of con-
taminated vegetation; and (6) consumption of crops contaminated by root uptake.
The treatmsnt of these chronic
in the Reactor Safety Study.

Health effects

In CRAC2, the calculation
delivered to various oreans is

exposure pathways remains precisely the same as

Of the health effects caused by radiation doses
still handled in virtually the saw way as was

done in the RSS. The h~alth effects model in CRAC2 is based on the BEIR (1972)
report of tbe National Academy of Sciences.

Economic costs

CRAC2 requires various elements of economic cost. These are generally in
the form of a cost per person or a cost per acre, e.g., the cost of evacuating a
person or of decontaminating an acre of land. The calculation of many of these
costs is described in tbe Reactor Safety Study, Chapter 12, Appendix VI, where
they are presented fn 1974 dollars. SOW allowance has, therefore, to be made
for inflation and the CRAC2 manual contains 1980 values. Table G-13 contains a
summary of important parameters. In general, it Is three of these that dominate
the out-of-plant property damage--the value of residential, business, and public
areas; the relocation cost; and the decontamination costs. All other costs,
including those for agriculture, are relatively unfmportant.

Difference between CRAC and SAR analyses

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1.5, there are several differences between the
CRAC2 methodology and those that were used to calculate the doses In Section
4.2.1.4. The most important difference is that CRAC2 considers mre radiation
dose pathways (e.g., doses from groundshine (from radioactivity deposited on the
ground), inhalation of resuspended msterlals, ingestion of milk, milk products,
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Table G-13. Economic input data

Value
Parameter (1980 dollars) Comment

Decontamination coat for farm
areaa (for DF of 20)

Decontamination coat for residential,
buaineas and public area (for DF
of 20)

Compensation rate per year for
residential, buainesa and
public area

Value of residential, buainssa
and public areas

Relocation cost
Annual cost of milk conaumptfon
Annual coat of consumption of
non-dairy products

Evacuation coat

$499 per acre

$3349 per peraon

$6305 per person

$31,527 per person

$4,344 per person
$135 per person
$685 per paraon

$165 per person

From CRAC2 Manual

From CRAC2 Manual

WASH-1400,
Appendix VI,
para. 12.4.2.1

From CRAC2 Manual

From CRAC2 Manual
From CRAC2 Manual
From CRAC2 Manual

From CRAC2 Manual

and contaminated vegetation). Sensitivity studies
pathwaya could contribute an additional 50 percent

Other differences include the following:

● Meteorological data utilization.

show that these additional
of the total dose.

● one-year (cR4c2) varaua 5-year (SAR) meteorological data periOd

● Site boundary distancea. In the CRAC2 analysia, the site bounda~ ia
defined as a radiua of 13.7 kilometers. In Section 4.2.1.4, the actual
site boundary ia used.

● Iodine daaorption rates. In the CRAC2
filter was assumed (with a 3.3-percent
4.2.1.4, a 19-month aged iodine filter
cumulative resorption).

analyais, a 30-month aged iodine
cumulative resorption; in Section
was aaaumed (with a 1.3-percent

● Population distribution. The CRAC2 analysia uses a population distribu-
tion for the year 2000; Section 4.2.1.4 uses the population distribution
for 1980. Furthermore, the population diattributionin the CRAC2 analy-
sia extends to 800 kilometers rather than the 80-kilometer distribution
used in Section 4.2.1.4.
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APPENDIX H

OFFSITE EMERGENCY PLANNING

H.1 INTRODUCTION

The comprehensive emergency preparedness planning effort for the Savannah
River Plant (SRP) and its environs includes the development and ~intena”ce of
programs and plans at four levels of responsibility: (1) U.S. Department of
Energy - Savannah River Operations Office (DOE–SR) Emergency Management Plans
(DOE, 1983a-k); (2) Site-specific Centractor Response Plans (ou Pent, 1981);
(3) State Emergency Plans (EPD, 1978; EPD draft; GDOD, 1978); and (4) County
Emergency Plans (AEPA, 1982; ACCD, 1982). The basis for the SW Emergency
Response Program is the:

● Development of responsible organizations
● Delineation of procedures
● Identification of facilities
● Development of coudnunicationssystems
● Commitment of resources
● Training of personnel
● Coordination with other agencies

DOE-SR Emergency hnagement Plans provide the basis for responses by De-
partment of Energy management to incidents on the Savannah River Plant site, and
when necessary, for interfaces with offsite organizations. Site-specific Con-
tractor Response Plans are developed by E. 1. du Pent de Nemours and Company,
Inc. (h Pent), the Department of Energy’s operating contractor, in accordance
with the Emergency Management Plana to implement reaponaes to unusual incidents
at the SRP. State Emsrgency Plans are used by South Carolina and Georgia state
gOVernmenta to respond to all types of emergencies within the states. They In-
clude specialized radiological emergency response plans. County plans further
implement site-specific response actions defined in state plana.

The definition of a SRP Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) la required by DOE
Order 5500.3 (DOE, 1981e) relative to the evaluation of a worst credible acci-
dent. DOE-SR has bounded this accident as having a probability of occurrence
equal to or greater than 1o-6 per year for the site (Du Pent, 1983). Use of
the probability of 1o-6 per reactor-year aa a threshold for reactor accidenta
has no abaolute statistical baais, but it la consistent with normal practice in
the nuclear power industry. The concept, used in this way, states that beyond
this threshold, judgmentally, it la reasonable to regard the probabilityy of
an accident to be effectively zero, even though it might be unprovable, in a
strictly physical sense, that the accident cannot occur. For example, this
value can be derived from both an American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
standard and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Standard kview Plan. ANsl/
ANS-212-1978, Appendix B, uses the value of 1o-6 per site per year aa a cutoff
probabilityy, below which combinations of events leading to accidente need not be
considered for design purposes. The cutoff value doea not include the probabil-
ity of the consequences exceeding 10 CFR 100 dose guidelines, which is included
in the NRC Standard Review Plan (NDRRG-0800) acceptance criteria of 10-7 per
year. The use of the 1o-6 per site per year value in the ANSI standard for
accident probability is consistent with the NRC Standard Rsview Plan’s value,,

. ., .
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TC

of 10-7 per site per Year for accident plus consequence probability because
the probability of the consequences exceeding 10 CFR 100 dose guidelines follow-
ing an accident are conservatively estimated to be less than 10-1. The SRP
use Of the 10-6 threshOld iS nOt fOr a sO-called “uncOntrOiled” release, but
for separating ‘“trested-aa-credible” from ‘“treated-as-noncredible” accidents.

Even with estimates of accident probabilities beyond the 1o-6 per reactor-year
threshold, radioactive releases are limited by performance of the reactor con-
finement system; they are not uncontrolled releases to the environment. The
zone boundary is defined by calculated doses that exceed potential dose levels
above 5 rem total body or 25 rem to an individual organ (EPA, 1975). A review
of the fuels separation facilities Safety Analysis Reports (SAR) revealed that
site boundary doses for the spectrum of postulated process accidents were all
far below the 5 rem whole-body ‘and25 rem individual-organ criteria. A spectrum
of events including fire, criticality, equipment failures, and natural disasters
was considered. The maximum dose calculated at the SRP boundary from any of
these incidents was about O.12 rem to the whole body and about 8.5 rem to the
lung from uranium.

TC

AY-8
BG-7

For the reactors, the worst accident for which it has bsen possible to as-
sign a credible mechanism is a reloading accident, in which a series of faults
and errors lead to a double target vacancy at the periphery of the reactor,
causing a criticality. The probability of this accident ranges from 1.6 x 10-5
tO about 1.6 x 1o-6 per site-year, depending on whether credit iS taken fOr
protection provided by the recently installed charge/discharge computer system
(discussed in Section 4.2.1.4); the consequence is that about 3 percent of the
reactor core would melt. The release from the melted fuel assemblies is con-
servatively estimated to be equivalent to about 3 percent of the equilibrium
fission product inventory of an operating reactor. This accident, evaluated for
each reactor, is the bounding case for establishing the EPZ. The doses from
this accident were calculated for each 22.5° sector around each reactor, and
isodose boundaries were drawn. The calculations were performed in a manner
consistent with the revised Safety Analysis Report; that is, for “worst case”
meteorology that is exceeded only 0.5 percent of the tiresin each wind direction
sector. This zone is defined by c~ulation of the gaseoua plume (airborne
release) exposure pathway doses wherein the principal exposure sources are:
(1) total-body external exposure to gamma radiation fron the plume and radio-
active materials deposited on the ground, and (2) inhalation exposures from the
paasing radioactive plume. For this accident, the isodose line for the 25-rem
thyroid dose remains within the Plant boundary. However, the 5-rem total-body
isodose line extends as far as 2.9 kilometers beyond the Plant boundary in the
northwest and’southwest directions, as shown in Table H-1 and Figure H-1. The
calculations were done individually for P-, K-, L-, and C-Reactors. The table
shows the sectors in which the 5-rem boundary extends off the site and the con-
tributing reactor. L-Reactor does not contribute to the offsite EPZ.

The EPZ defines the area where provisions for immediate response actiona
are required. It also defines the area for detailed pathway analysis, predic-
tions, monitoring, and radiological assessments. A larger planning zone has
been defined for eval”atio” of potential exposures from the ingestion pathway
(food and water), and is shown in Figure H-2. The zone covers an area with an
80-kilometer radius about the center of the SRP, a corridor 2 kilometers wide
centered on the Savannah River from the SRP to the Atlantic Ocean and an area
encompassing Savannah, Georgia, Beaufort, South Carolina, and the Savannah River
Delta. Planning for this ZOne includes consideration of potential radioactive
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Table H-1. Dose calculation results for reactor reload accidenta~b,c

Distance to Distance to Whole-body
5 rem boundary, plant boundary, “doseat plant

Reactor Sector tiles tiles boundsry, rem

c Nw 9.0 7.6 6.0
NNW 8.3 8.2 5.2

K sSw 8.5 6.7 7.0
Sw 7.8 6.6 5.4

aSource: Du Pent, 1983.
b3% inventory release.
C99.5% meteorology, worst sector.

materials deposited on ground and water surfaces that tight be incorporated into
food and water sources. No immediate responses are necessary In this zone, but
monitoring and assessments are prudent to control or avoid internal doses from
ingestion of contaminated foods (both terrestrial and aquatic) or water.

Beyond the EPZ, DOE has established a Contingency Planning Zone (CPZ) with
a 10-mile radiua around each reactor. In the CPZ, DOE will provide information AY-8,
and education about SRP operations and notification of incidents. In this area, BG-7
calculated doses are less than those required by DOE for the EPZ; therefore, im-
mediate warnings and population protective actiom are not required. Within
this zone, Georgia and South Carolina State guidelines indicate that an addi-
tional level of planning is appropriate to provide mechanisms for population
sheltering and possible evacuation. In addition, estimstes of reactor accident
probabilities and consequences change with time as new operating data are added,
understanding of processes improves, and process and equipment changes are
msde. For example, the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) that haa been initi-
ated for SRF reactors udght provide mre accurate estimates of reactor accident
risks, and the DOE establishment of EPZS in cooperation with South Carolina and
Georgia officials should make allowances for variations in calculational anal-
yses. The establishment of a Contingency Planning Zone accounta for these vari-
ations. Though potential doses in this area are expected to be less than those
that require evacuation, and no other.immediate protective actions are antici-
pated, this zone defines an area where DOE-SR and state and local authorities
will agree on exactly what kinds of notification and.responses are appropriate
for SRF incidents.

The Department of Energy informs the Statea of South Carolina and Georgia
promptly of all incidents that have potential offaite consequences in excess of
those stipulated in 10 CFR 20 (NRC, 1964) (the limits in 10 CFR 20 are not re-
quirements but are used by DOE-SR for comparability). However, offsite emer-
gency responaes are not implemented unless an unplanned event could have radio-
logical consequences above preset limits and for which protective actions might
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have to be implemented. These preset limits and their corresponding incident

classification are as follows (DOE, 1983!):

1. Unusual event. An event in progress or having occurred which normally
would not constitute an emergency but which indicates a potential

exists for possible significant offaite release of radioactive mate-
rial. Activation of offsite responee organizations Is not expected.
Emergency response actiona are limited to Oneite areae.

NOTIFICATION LEVEL*

Release or release potential with
projected offsite whole-body doses 22 mrem in any one hour or;

~0.1 rem in any 7 consecutive
days or;

~0.5 rem in any period of one
calendar year.

or

Airborne or waterborne radioactivity
concentrations releaaed offsite ~10 CFR 20, Appendix B

Table 2 > 24 hr.

NOTIFICATION TIME

Statea will be notified as soon as <l hr.
practicable on discovery of an event
but no later than 1 hour after
discovery.

2. Alert. An event in progress or having occurred which involvee an ac-
tual or potential substantial reduction of the level of nuclear safety
of the facility. Limited offsite releases of radioactive material may
occur. The purpose of an alert level is to assure that oneite and off-
site emergency response personnel are prnperly adviaed and available
for activation if the situation becomes mre serioue, to initiate and
perform confirmatory radiation monitoring aa required, and to assure
appropriate notification of emergency conditions to the responsible
organization within DOE.

NOTIFICATION LEVEL

Releaae or releaae potential ~10 Cl 1-131 equivalent or;
~104 Ci Xe-133 equivalent.

or

*1O CFR 20.105 and .106 (10 FR 14434, October 20, 1964)
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Releases with projected offsite
dose ~.5 rem < 1 rem whole-body, or;

21.5 rem < 5 rem thyroid.

NOTIFICATION TIME

States will be notified as soon ~30 min.
as practicable on discovery of an
event but no later than 30 minutes
after discovery.

3. Site emergency. An event in progress or having occurred which involves
actual or likely major failures of facility functions which are needed
for the protection of onsite personnel, the public health and safety,
and the environment. Releasea offsite of radioactive material, as
identified below, are likely or are occurring. The purpose of the site
emergency designation is to asaure that appropriate mnitoring teams
are dispatched, personnel required for determining onsite protective
measures are at duty atationa, predetermined protective measures for
onsite personnel are identified and to provide current information to
DOE and consultation with offsite officials and organizations.

NOTIFICATION LEVEL

Release or release potential ~10 < 103Ci 1-131 equivalent or
~104 < 106ci Xe-133 equivalent.

or

Releaae with projected offsite
dose Al rem < 5 rem whole body, or;

25 rem < 25 rem thyroid.

NOTIFICATION TIME

States will b notified aa soon ~30 min.
as practicable on discovery of an
event but no later than 30 minutes
after discovery.

4. Caneral emergency. An event in progress or having occurred which in-
volves actual or imminent substantial reduction of facility safety.
Releases offsite are occurring or are expected to occur and exceed the
levels identified below. The purpose of the general emergency level iS
to initiate predetermined protective actions for onsite personnel, the
public health and safety, and the environment, provide continuous
assessment of emergency conditions and exchange of information both on-
site and offsite. Declaration of a general emergency will initiate
IMjor activation of DOE-wide resources required to effectively mitigate
the consequences of emergency conditions and assure the protection of
onsite personnel, the public health and safety, and the environment to
the extent possible.
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NOTIFICATION LEVEL

Release or release potentfal ~103 Ci 1-131 equivalent or;
~106 Ci Xe-133 equivalent.

or

Releases with projected offsite
dose 25 rem whole body,

~25 rem thyroid.
or;

NOTIFICATION TI~

States will be notified as soon ~30 min.
as practicable on discovery of an
event but no later than 30 tin”tes
after discovery.

Should the initial assessment indicate thaC the incident falls below classifica-
tion guidelines outlined above (e.g., of udnor consequenceto the public health
and safety), DOE will make additional evaluations to further detemine the need
for notification of offsite authorities. Considerations in this determination
will include an assessment of the potential/actual level of news mediaand/or
public intereet resulting from the incident. Prompt notifications will bs made,
to the extent practical, prior to issuance of a formal “News Release” or if a
significant number of inquiries concerning the incident are received from the
media or general public.

The development of emergency response plans for SRP is based on (1) the
quantity of radioactive material released, or (2) the projected offsite doses
from operational releases, as shown in the classifications above. However, the
mechanism csusing the release does not govern the protective actfons imple-
mented. Therefore, emergency response plans are valid for all releases caused
by (1) natural phenorssna(e.g., earthquakes or tornados), (2) equipment failures
(e.g., power outages or broken pipes), (3) procedural errors (e.g., misleading
or valve closings), or (4) deliberate actions (e.g., ssbotage or terrorist
attacks). The offsite response to the released radioactivity is the same. The
onsite safeguards and security responses would be different if the cause is
identified as a deliberate action. Emergency responses to acts of war also
would mobilize the sam resources used for general emergencies, with the addi-
tion of higher level coordination and the involvement of regional military
units. However, specific planning for acts of war on the SRP are not included
in these plans.

Emergency plans for the EPZ and CPZ require cooperation, coordination, and
integration of resources and responses of the etate agencies of South Carolins
and Georgia and the county agencies Of Aike”, Allendale, and Ba=nwell In south

Carolina, and Burke in Georgia. State and county agencies are responsible for
developing and implementing emergency plans for their respective jurisdictions.
The Department of Energy is responsible for develonine and implementing plans

aid required resources,

for the plant site.
.. .- .——-----

They are aiso responsible for interfacirigwith other
Federal agencies, local industries, and state and county agencies to define
potential incidents, potential consequences of releases,
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and to ensure that response plans and actions are fully integrated to met
potential needs.

Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) between the States of South Carolina and
Gaorgia and the DOE relative to general reaponaibilitiea for notification and
emergency response to incidents or potential incidents at SRP were established
In August 1974 under the DOE predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission. These
memoranda were renegotiated between the States and DOE-SR, December 1978, and
November 1979, respectively (DoE, 1978; ME, 1979). The current 11st of agen-
ciee and organizations to bs notified is:

Always
required

DOE-HQ
South Carolina Depart-
ment of Health and
EnvironrcentalControl

South Carolina Emer-
gency Preparedness
Division

Georgia Department of
Natural Resources

Georgia Emergency
Management Agency

Only when Only for
necessary general emergency

South Carolina Governor’s Aiken County, SC
Office Barnwell County, SC

Georgia Governor’s Office Allendale County, SC
U.S. Army Corps of Burke County, GA
Engineers Richmond County, GA

Federal Aviation
Administration

Fort Gordon
Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency

Fort Jackson
Chem-Nuc Iear Services,

Inc.

Seaboard Coast Line
Railroad

Vogtle Power Plant
Allied General Nuclear

Services

The plans outlined in this appendix meet requirements set forth by Depart-
ment of Energy Orders (DOE, 1981a-f; 19830) and reflect Department of Energy
guidance for offaite planning.

H.2 EXISTING EMERGENCY PLAN

The Department of Energy, the States of South Carolina and Georgia, and
the Counties of Aiken, Allendale, Barnwell, and Burke have designated persons
responsible for emergency preparedness and have developed various forms of emer-
gency plans. Since portions of the EPZ and CPZ lie outside of the SRP boundary,
and within these jurisdictions, response plans are teing developed with full
cooperation of DOE and state and county agencies. Integration of technical
expertise and other resources of responsible agencies is necessary in the devel-
opment of effective response action plans. General program requirements alao
include drills and exercises to address various potential emergencies including
the Savannah River Plant. The present status of plane is detailed in the fol-
lowil7 secttons.
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H.2.1 DOE-SR emergency management plans

TC

The DOE-SR is developing a set of 11 Emergency Management Plans for Mnag-

ing emergencies on and off the SRP (DOE, 1983a-k). These plain are listed in
Table H-2, along with their general content and seatus. Each plan addresses
the:

● Purpose
● Jurisdiction and authority
e Policy
● Scope
e Organization
● Responsibilities
e Operations

for the activities and responses defined by the plan as well as appendices and
annexes to delineate details, definitions, logic, procedures, and checklists for
responsible agencies and individuals. These plans include actions to be taken
by the Department of Energy and appropriate coordination by designated state and
county officials. They are expected to provide information and guidance con-
cerning incidents at the Plant and the uae of resources to disseminate andlor
take action. Details of organization, responsibilities, and operation are
given in each plan. DOE-SR Emergency Management Plans will be submitted to
DOE-HQ for review and concurrence before their formal adoption. The DOE-SR
Office of External Affaira (OEA) ie responsible for developing and implementing
all emergency plans for the SRF.

To provide examples of the general content of these plans, the following
discussions are provided from the Emergency Public Information Plan (EPIP),
SR306 (DOE, 1983e) and the Onsite Radiological Emergency Response Plan, SR402
(DOE, 1983f). Figure H-3 shows the lines of communication and coordination for
the plan. Figure H-4 shows the steps to be followed to make decisiom and take
actions relative to preparing statements, issuing news releases and operating
information centers. In addition to the overview logic, the plan provides aub-
logic networke for each activity step (circles) so that directions at the mst
detailed level are available.

Figure H-4 provides a s“rnmary of the sequence of events, decisions and the

consequent flow of information that results from an SRP incident. Beginning
with (1) a declared emergency, (2) the activation of the Emergency Operations
Center (EOC), and (3) a need to implement EPIP, the overview logic diagram out-
lines the activities that follow:

● OEA initial response OEA determines whether or not an initial response
is required, and if so, provides the necessary response. After analyz-
ing data provided upon arrival at the EOC, OEA advises the DOE-HQ Press
Secretary and assesses the public information impacta of the incident.

● Assessment preparatory to a statement or news release OEA prepares a
statement for the media and determines the associated onsite and offsite
impacts. Based upon the determined response level, OEA asaeaaea the
impacts of the incident on the Congress, DOE-HQ, other Federal agenciea,
state and local governments, industry, and the media, aa well aa other
organization.
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Table H-2. Emergency Management Plana for the Savannah River Plant
(DOE, 1983a-k)

SR 101

SR 201

SR 202

SR 302

SR 306

SR 402

SR 403

SR 405

SR 501

SR 502

SR 602

Comprehensive Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan - provides the
overall, integrated organization and operations of the DOE-SR Emergency
Management Program.

Duty Officer Procedures - delineates the responsibilities and actions of
tbe DOE-SR Operations Duty Officer relative to plant emergencies.

Emergency Management Team Plan - provides for a comprehensive response
to any accident that is not a health and safety problem but is or may be
of high interest, to governmental authorities or the general public.

Offaite Notification Plan - provides a classification and procedure for
defining onaite incidents and notifying designated offsite agencies of
the potential consequences.

Emergency Public Information Plan - provides for a comprehensive
response and sustained information dissemination capability for a wide
range of incidents to satisfy offsite interests and inquiries.

Onsite Radiological Emergency Response Plan - provides procedures and
resource responsibilities for onaite responses to potential radiological
consequences.

Nonradinlogical Hazardous Substances Spill or Releaae Response Plan -
provides for an effective level of response to a broad SCOpe of “n-
planned spills or releases of nonradiological substances. It also
addresses communication and coordination with state response agencies.

Bomb Threat Response Plan - provides for an effective level of response
to bomb threats and discove~ of suspicious devices.

Weapons Incident/Accident Response Group Support Plan - provides the
procedures for interim response to an incident or accident involving a
nuclear weapon, until the DOE Region 3 Accident Support Group assumes
their responsibilities. It also provides necessary interface with state
and local agencies.

Radiological Assistance Program Plan - provides the response for re-
quests to assist with respect to radiological incidents outside of SRP
but within DOE-Region 3. The Radiological Assistance Team advises the
onscene authorities on tceasuresto contain and eliminate radiological
emergency situations.

Emergency Preparedness Appraisal Program - provides the necessary
coordination and direction to ensure adequate response capabilities. It
provides for evaluation of the level of emergency preparedness.
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● Alternate Information Center (AIC) activation Based upon the offsite
notifications to be prepared (see notification classification in Section
H.1 Introduction), the scope of the response, and current incident
status information, OEA prepares the appropriate news release or state-
ment and submits it to the Manager for his approval. The AIC is acti-
vated as needed. If additional public affairs support is required, OEA
notifies DOE-HQ.

● News release issuance Whether or not the AIC is act Ivated, OEA reviews
the news release with the Governor’s office and obtains approval of the
release from the Manager. OEA provides early notification to state
agencies, issues the news release, and provides appropriate offsite
notification.

● MBC activation After a further assessment of media response, OEA eval-
uates the need for a Media Briefing Center (MBC). If an MBC is to be
established, OEA determines the MBC location and directs the necessary
Contractor technical and administrative support. OEA identifies the
technical interviews required.

● Closeout OEA continues to analyze the volume of inquiries, to direct
media response, and to obtain incident status information. When the

incident is concluded, OEA prepares and delivers a closeout statement.

The first step In implementation of an effective Emergency Planning and
Response Program is the development of SRP site-specific emergency response
plans in cooperation with affected state and county officials and agencies.
DOE-SR has recently entered into agreements with lead agencies of South Carolina
(DOE, 19B3m) and Georgia (DOE, 1983n) to prepare such plans. The Department is
providing staff assistance to develop these plans and will conduct exercises to
assure that they provide appropriate responses. These agreements delineate the
purpose, authorities, stipulations, responsibilities, and implementation proce-
dures for developing the required plans.

For the Onsite Radiological Emergency Response Plan, SR402, Figure H-5
shows the lines of communication and coordination to be followed during a re-
sponse. Figure H-6 shows the steps to k followed to mke decisions and take
actions related to reporting, activating the Emergency Operations Center, acti-
vating emergency management teams, making offsite modifications, and activating
the Offsite Technical Coordination Center (OTCC). The plan includes sublogic
networks for each activity step (circles), so directions and procedures at the
most detailed level are available. The logic in Figure H-6 begins with the
discovery of a radiological incident by a reporting source and includes the
activities that follow:

● Incident Discovery Response. On discovery of an incident, the reporting
source must determine if it Is an emergency. If the incident is an
emergency, the reporting source notifies the Emergency Operation Center
(EOC) Patrol, which activates the EOC. If the reporting source does not
claasify the incident as an emergency, he or she notifies the EOC Patrol
and the contractor mnagement. Contractor management assesses the inci-
dent and either activates the EOC or notifies SR management to make that
decision. In the latter case, SR management assesses the incident and
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determines whether the incident requires EOC or Emergency Management
Team (EMT) activation or no further action.

● EOC Response. After the decision has been made to activate the EOC, the
EOC patrol notifies the EOC Cadre. The cadre reports to the EOC and
obtains the emergency Incident Summary to identify characteristics that
will enable it to make an assessment. EOC Cadre recomwndations are
forwarded to the Manager concerning incident mitigation procedures, SRP
impacte, required logistical support, security requirements, worker and
safety impacts, medical requirements, classification requirements, pub-
lic impacts, and the need for media and other offsite notifications.

● SR Response. The Manager determines the SR response to offsite radio-
logical incidents. He is assisted by senior SR management staff who are
part of the EOC Cadre. SR maintains technical coordination with both
the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
(SCDHEC) and the Georgia Environmental Protection Division (GA EPD);
controls access to the SRP plant site; maintains coordination with the
Georgia Emergency Management Agency (GEMA) and the South Carolina Emer-
gency Preparedneee Division (SCEPD); and monitors control and mitigation
actions.

The level of SR reeponse is determined by the selection of an offsite
notification category. If the incident is classified as an unusual
event or alert, the EOC Cadre advises the states on offsite consequences
and advises the Manager on whether to activate the OTCC.

If the EOC Cadre does not recommend activation of the OTCC, it maintains
coordination and communication with state authorities until the incident
la terudnated. Periodically the cadre reevaluates the need to activate
the OTCC.

In addition, the Manager directs the deployment of the offsite liaison
and ensures that technical briefings are provided and reeponse actions
outside procedure are assessed. Offaite liaison is provided to etate
authorities (Georgia and South Carolina Forward Emergency Operating
Center (FEOC)) and commercial operators (Barnwell and Vogtle). The off-
sits liaison adviaes these authorities on the status of the incident.
The offsite liaiaon in turn advises the EOC Cadre of the response ac-
tions of the state and commrcial authorities. Briefings provided by
tha offsite liaison, in addition to technical briefings, allow the EOC
Cadre to brief the Headquarters BOC on the incident status; it does this
periodically throughout the incident.

The EOC staff also aaseasea response actions outside of established pro-
cedures. Baaed on recommendations, the Manager decides to initiate re-
sponse action outside of procedures.

● OTCC. After the decision has been mde to activate the OTCC, the EOC
=e determines its staffing requirements. The cadre notifies OTCC
participants. The OTCC staff (onaite and offsite participants) has
three primary functions: to coordinate radiological monitoring, to ad-
vise the EOC on the state assessment of offsite consequences, and to
conduct periodic briefings on the onaite situation. When the OTCC etaff

TC
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has completed these activities and the incident has temfnated, the OTCC

TC
is deactivated. The EOC Cadre then advises offaite authorities and
DOE-HQ of the termination of the incident and the Manager submits a for-
mal report to the Secretary.

H.2.2 Savannah River Plant site-specific contractor response plans

TCI

DOE-SR’S operating contractor for the Savannah River Plant i.s E. I. du Pent
de Nemours and Company (Du Pent). Du Pent has been responsible for preparing
all the onsite emergency response plans and for carrying out their responsibili-
ties under these plans. All onsite plans developed by Du Pent are submitted to
DOE-SR for approval before they are implemented. The Emergency and Disaster
Plans for the Savannah River Plant (DLIPent, 1981) implement the onsite pOrtiOns
of the DOE-SR’S Comprehensive Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan (DOE,
1983a). These two plans are the foundation of the DOE-SR Emergency Management
Program. There are many subtier plans of both documents that implement the
specific facility, process, or event aspects of the general plans. All neces-
sary plans have been prepared and exercised in simulated operating conditions
and/or utilized in actual emergency incidents. Table H-3 lists the key subtier
plans. These plans will be integrated with state and local offsite plans, so
the total response to SRP incidents will be coordinated adequately and appropri-
ately. DOE-SR has entered into an MOU with The Dwight David Eisenhower Army
Medical Center at Fort Gordon, Georgia, in which the parties have agreed to as-
sist in SRP emergencies and accept radiation-exposed or contaminated emergency
patients (DOE, 1982). See Appendix G for additional details of onsite planning.

H.2.3 South Carolina and Georgia state plans

AS described in Section 1.0, general radiological emergency response plans
exist for both states. Additionally, both states have site-specific radiologi-
cal emergency response plans for nuclear power plant incidents which establish
emergency organizations, and assign responsibilities and resources. These
general plans with overall direction have been determined adequate by responsi-
ble state agencies and respective radiological response plans for nuclear power
plant facilities have been approved by the Federal Emergency Management Admini-
stration (FEMA), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and other appropriate
agencies. These plans provide an effeetive basis for the development of site
specific response plans for the SRP.

H.Z.& County plana

South Carolina Counties of Aiken, Allendale, and Barnwell, and the Georgia
County of Burke have existing emergency plans (e.g., ACCD, 1982; AEPA, 1982) in

varying stages of for~lization. These plana assign responsibilities for re-
sponding to general emergency sicuations. The general portions of the Aiken and
Allendale County pIans have been approved by the State. Aiken County has a
full-tfme emergency preparedness director and Alle”dale County haa a part-time

emergency preparedness director. The general portion of the Barnwell County
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Table H-3. Subtier Emergency Plans to Support “Emergency and Disaster Plans
for Savannah River Plant””(Du Pent, 1981)

DPSOP
Numbersa Title

67 Emergency and Disaster Plana - Reactor Department
67-1 Fire Control Plan: 100 Areas

115-FH 200 Areas Emsrgency and Disaster Plans
115-2FH Fire ProtectIon Plan for 200 Areas
119 Emergency and Disaster Plans, 300/700 Area
119-1 Fire Control Plan, 300/700 Area

130-2 Separations Process, Building 221-F
135 400 Area Emergency and Disaster Plan
135-1 Fire Control Plan: 400 Area
147-3 HMb Process: 221-H Industrial Hazards

178 Fire Control Plan for SRP
179 Emergency and Disaster Plans for Health Physics SectIon
181 Emsrgency Actions: Medical Department and Security Division

307 Consolidated Communication Center Equipment

47 CMX-TNXC Emergency and Disaster Plans

aDocument Identification numbers
bEnriched uranium process

cExperimental and tes tlng area

plan is complete and the county haa a full-time emergency
tor. The general portion of the Burke County plan is not

preparedness direc-
formalized but the

county haa a part-time emergency preparedness director. Richmnd County is not
included in the EPZ or the CPZ. However, because the county has a relatively
large population, planning for notification and public education will b con-
ducted. Specific plans for responses to SRP incidents are being developed with AY-8
staff asaiatance from DOE-SR. I

H.3 OFFSITE PLANNING

I

Because portiona of the EPZ and CPZ fall outaide SRP boundaries, within
state and county jurisdictions, a higher degree of planning haa been considered
by these governments. The specific nature of capabilities to meet these re-
quirements baa been determined in cooperation with responsible state and county
agencies. General program requirements also include drills and exercises to
evaluate plans and responses for incidents at the Savannah River Plant.
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H.3.1 Department of Enerm plans

AY-8,
EM-40

TC

All DOE-SR Emergency Management Plane are complete. The Department of
Energy has consulted with appropriate state and county officials and agencies
and has provided staff assistance in the development of detailed offsite plans
for the EPZ and CPZ to respond to incidents at the SN. The site-specific ~s-
pects of these plans include actions to be taken by the Department of Energy and
provide for coordination with state and county officials. Additionally, these
plans provide information and guidance on responses to incidents at the Plant
and the use of resources to disseminate and/or take action on the guidance.
Formal agreements have been reached between the states and DOE-SR to conduct

appropriate exercises tO assure the necessary coordination, integration, and
implementation (DOE, 1983m,n).

H.3.2 South Carolina and Georgia plans

Site-specific SRP emergency response plans for South Carolina and Georgia
provide prompt notification of SRP incidents to responsible officials in the EPZ
and CPZ. The States’ general radiological response plans are presently based on
a full NRC-type Emergency Planning Zone response. Plans for the SRP EPZ address
comparable considerations. These requirements include the following:

● Organization and Assignment of Responsibilities - to assure that emer-
gency organizations are established and responsibilities assigned and
included in written emergency plans.

● Emergency Response Support and Resources - to ensure that arrangements
are made for requesting and effectively using outside assistance
resources.

● Emergency Response Level Plans - to assure that a standard emergency re-
sponse level plan is adopted and the associated response actions for
each emergency response level are established.

● Notification Methods and Procedures - to assure that notification pro-
cedures and message content are developed and means of notification are
established.

● Emergency Communications - to assure that provisions exist for prompt

communications among principal response organizations, emergency re-

sponse personnel, and appropriate Federal, State, and local officials.

● Public Education and Information - to ensure that public education is
provided and that plans are in place for a coordinated media program.

c Emergency Facilities and Equipment - to ensure adequate facilities and
equipment are provided and maintained to support emergency response.

● Accident Assessment - to ene”re that adequate msthods, systems, and
equipment for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite con-
sequences of a radiological emergency condition are in use.
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●
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●

●
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Protective Response – to assure guidelines are develOped and are in
place for protective actions for emergency workers and the general
public.

Radiological Exposure Control - to ensure guidelines and ~ans for con-
trolling radiological exposurea are established for emergency workers.

Medical and Health Support - to ensure that arrangements are made for
medical services for contaminated injured individuals.

Recovery and Re-entry Planning and Post Accident Operations - to aaaure
general plans for recovery and re-entry are developed.

Exercises - to ensure that DOE, state and local organization conduct
periodic exercises to develop and maintain key akilla.

Radiological Emergency Reaponae Training - to ena”re that training
program are provfded for mnagement officials, specialized emergency
duty personnel, and all other personnel having emergency

responaibllities.

Memoranda of Understanding and Lettera of Agreement - to ensure that

appropriate instruments Of agreement Iunders tanding have ke” entered
into with onalte and offsite support organizations.

ensure the adequacy of plans, the Department of Energy will conduct an
annual exercise and provide the opportunity for state and county government par-
ticipation. The basic responsibility of state and county government emergency
preparedneaa organizations is to provide appropriate capabilities for responding
to potential emergencies that may occur in their jurisdiction.

Plans for the CPZ will fecus more on:

● Incident notification
● Emergency public information and education
● DOE/state communication and coordination
● State/county

State emergency

communication and coordination.

reeponse plans for SEP were completed in March 1984. IAY-8,
EM-40

H.3.3 County plans

County emergency response plans for the SRP supplement the general county
ewrgency plana and provide for the implementation of appropriate actions re-
lated to an SRP incident. Site-specific plans identify the organizations, re-
sponsibilities, reaourcea, and coordination to be undertaken by the county in
such cases. Interfaces with the Savannah River Plant and with state emergency
preparedness organizations have been established. Areas considered during this
planning include notification, communication and coordination, public informa-
tion, public warning, law enforcement, and protective response (sheltering,
evacuation, or other protective action), depending on whether portions of the

county are in the EPZ, the CPZ, or both.
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County Emergency Response Plans include site-specific radiological plans
relating to incidents at the Savannah River Plant and follow a standardized
format approved by the states that support the state plans on a site-specific
basis.

No requirement exists for public warning outside the Emergency Planning
Zone. However, specific plans for public notification within the CPZ and

general plans for notification in outlying areas have been implemented at an
appropriate level, having been determined through the ongoing planning process
between DOE and officials of state and county governments.

The Department of
at the SRP. The South

H.4 SUNNARY

Energy has emer~ency plans to resuond to onsite incidents
Caroiina Operational Radiological Emergency Response

Plan is completed; it includes a site-specific Gdiological Emsrgency Response
Plan for the Savannah River Plant. The State of Georgia Radiological Emergency
Plan also includes a site-specific Radiological Emergency Rssponse Plan fo~ the
SRP. County plans are complete for the site-specific radiological plans for the
EPZ or CPZ.

Department of Energy personnel, working with state and county emergency
preparedness officials, have identified the organizations, responsibilities,
coordinatlons, and resource aspects of participating agencies. State and county
jurisdictionsfissues were resolved before the completion of state plans. County
plans support the state plans on a site-specffic basis. All plana were com-
pleted by March 31, 1984.
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APPENDIX I

FLOODPLAINS/WETLANDS ASSESS~NT*

Executive Orders 11988 (Floodplains Management) and 11990 (Protection of
Wetlands) and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) regulation “’Compliancewith
Floodplain/Wetlands Environmental Review Requirements (10 CFR 1022)“”specify the
requirements for a floodplain/wetlands assessment.

DOE issued a floodplain/wetlands notice regarding the proposed reactivation
Of L-Reactor on July 14, 1982 (47 FR 30563). A floodplain/wetlands determina-
tion regarding no practical alternative was published in the Federal Register on
August 23, 1982 (47 FR 36691-2). The updated and/or modified floodplain/
wetlanda determination will follow the cOmpletiOn Of this EIs.

This appendix describes the effects on floodplain and wetlanda that would
result from the direct discharge of L–Reactor cooling water to Steel Creek, or
from the implementation of alternative cooling systems, as discussed in Section
4.4.2. Som estimates of wetlands losses have been revised since the DEIS due
to the avaflability of new data. These alternative include the following:

Once-throuEh alternatives

● Direct discharge to Steel Creek (reference case)

● Spray canal

● Small lakes
● Smll lakes with spray cooling (1-2 sets)
● 500-acre lake
● 500-acre lake with spray cooling (1-2 sets)
● 1000-acre lake
● Diversions to Pen Branch

Mechanical-draft cooling tower alternatives

● Once-through with discharge to Steel Creek
● Once-through - canal to swamp
● Once-through - spray canal and canal to swamp
● Once-through - canal to swamp; pipe to river
● Total recirculation - blowdon to Steel Creek
● Total recirculation - blowdown treatment
● Partial recirculation - with discharge to Steel Creek
● Partial recirculation - with refrigeration

Other recirculation alternatives

● Recirculation through creation of L-Pond
● Recirculation through creation of Rsl Pond
● Recirculation through creation of High-Level Pond
● Recirculation through Par Pond

*Vertical change bars have not ken used in this appendix because of the
extensive revisions that have been made.
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Other alternatives

● Thermal cogeneration

● Low-head hydropower
● Modified reactor operation

● Fisheries management programs

● Protect aimi lar wet landa

1.1 WETLAWDS

I.1.1 Direct discharge to’Steel Creek (reference case)

Direct discharge would release about 11 cubic meters of thermal effluent
per second from L-Reactor directly to Steel Creek, as was done during the pre-
1968 operation of L-Reactor. Modeling of L-Reactor liquid discharges indicatea
that the thermal effluent will be discharged to Steel Creek at a mximum temper-
ature of 73”C. Cooling will occur as the effluent flows to the Savannah River.
The thermal effluent will enter the swamp at temperatures between 41°C (spring)
and 46°C (summer). When L-Reactor is operating, the segment of Steel Creek
above the swamp will be aubjected to temperatures 190 to 38°C above ambient in
summer, spring, and winter.

The species found in Steel Creek today are typical of those In similar non-
thermal streams at the Savannah River Plant. The presence of stoneflies, my-
flies, caddisflies, and dragonflies indicates that Steel Creek is recovering
from prior cooling-water discharge impacts. Collections of species of crusta-
ceans (crayfish) have been similar in both Steel Creek and the nonthermal Upper
Three Runs Creek. About 50 species of fish have been collected from 1981 to
1983 from Steel Creek (Smith, Sharitz, and Gladden, 1981, 1982, 1983). The
present diversity of organisms in Steel Creek indicates that post-thermal
recovery of the macroinvertebrate communities has progressed during the past 15
years.

L-Reactor discharge la expected to have effects aid lar to those that
occurred during previous operations; this is described in Section 4.1. Flooding
and siltation associated with the thermal discharge are expected to adversely
affect aquatic habitat in the Steel Creek floodplain and delta area. b esti-
mated 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands wi11 receive adverse impacts from the direct
discharge of thermal effluent to Steel Creek. These wetlands, which have become
established during the past 15 years through the process of natural succession,

are structurally different from the closed canopy of mature cypress and tupelo
gum that existed before the SRP began operation. These wetlands include approx-
imately 420 to 580 acres of the Steel Creek corridor and between 310 to 420
acres of swamp (approximately z50 acres of swamp are expected to receive adverse

impacts almost immediately; the remainder would be affected at a rate of about 7
to 10 acres per year). The wetlandsthat would ba impacted by this alternative
are classified aa Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
This resource category and its designation criteria include “high value for

evaluation species and scarce or becoming scarce.” The mitigation planning goal
specifies that there be “no net loss of Inkind habitat value” (USDOI, 1981).
The delta is expected tO expand into the swamp at a rate of about 3 acres per
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Year. Aquatic mcrophytes and woody plants will be eliminated in the Steel
Creek corridor. Species that inhabit cooler backwater pools or other suitable
substrates tight experience a reduction in productivity.

After the resumption of operation, emergent wetland flora and s“bmergent
hydrophytes will be eliminated and their substrates will revert to mudflata.
Some herbaceous flora will become established on exposed floodplain sediments
and elevated stumps, and logs of fallen trees. Most shrubland comm”nities also
will probably be eliminated. Riverine vegetation in the vicinity of the muth
of Steel Creek consists primarily of bottomland hardwood forests; emergent and
submergent mcrophytes are sparse or absent. It is improbable that the thermal
effluent would impact these riverine flora.

During thermal discharge, Steel Creek above the delta will be inhabitable
for mst aquatic life. In addition, the water temperature of Steel Creek tight
isolate the floodplain swamp from river fish. Most, if not all, spawning activ-
ity will probably be eliminated. The mst common fish remaining in the Steel
Creek area probably will be the mosquitofish, although a few centrarchids might
occur in backwater areas and tributary streams such as Msyera Branch (Cherry et
al., 1976; Falke and Smith, 1974; Ferens and Murphy, 1974; McFarlane, 1976;
McFarlane et al., 1978).

Although 2280 acres of the wetlands along Steel Creek above L-Area and
along Meyers Branch above its confluence with Steel Creek will not receive
direct thermal discharges, access to these areas by fish from the Savannah River
will be restricted. The entrance to Boggy Gut Creek, an offsite tributary
Immediately downriver of Steel Creek, could be blocked at times by the thermal
plume; fish access would be limited. Wetland areas of Boggy Gut Creek total
about 230 acres.

Except for backwater pools or other cool-water refuges , the high water tem-

peratures from the outfall to the delta WI1l make this section of Steel Creek
uninhabitable for amphibian eggs and larvae. Adult life forms might survive
along the stream margins or relocate to adjacent habitats.

Reptiles depend more on aquatic habitat for food (i.e., insects, fish,
amphibians) and shelter than for reproduction. The elevated water temperature
and the elimination of prey organisms will eliminate the habitats of semiaquatic
snakes and turtles upstream from the delta, and will cause a marked decrease in
species richness. Portions of the delta might provide marginal habitat for
water snakes and turtles following L-Reactor restart.

The endangered American alligator inhabits all parts of Steel Creek f=Om
the L-Reactor outfall to the cypress-tupelo forest adjacent to the Steel Creek
delta; it also uses areas lateral to Steel Creek, including Carolina bays, back-
water lagoons, and beaver ponds. The number of alligators inhabiting the Steel
Creek area has ranged from 23 to 35 individuals. Telemetry studies showed that
adult males had larger home ranges than Iuveniles and females. Males sometimes
moved from the delta into the S~vannah ~ver swamp (Smith, Sharitz, and Gladden,
1982).

Direct discharge will eliminate alligator habitat in Steel Creek from the
reactor outfall to the Savannah River, except for backwater pools or other
cool-water refuges, by increasing the water temperature above limits that are
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physiologically tolerable, eliminating Its principal food sources, and possibly
inundating its nests and shallow-water wintering habitats (Smith, Sharitz, and
Gladden, 1981, 1982). Adult alligators can avoid thermal waters and mfgrate
considerable distances overland. Overwintering alligator could be killed by
thermal effluent if they were in a torpid condition. Juveniles could also avoid
thermal effluents, but smiler alligators might experience difficulty in migrat-
ing to suitable habitats and could be more subject to predation. Nesting sites
and eggs could be inundated and destroyed. Red sore, a bacterium-cauaed disease
that affects fish and reptiles, could become more prevalent with thermal loading
and could affect the American alligator. Conditions conducive to the reproduc-
tion of this bacterium, however, are very specific (i.e., water temperature, PH,
etc.), and are associated more with lentic (nonflowing) ecosystem such as Par
Pond. This bacterium currently appears isolated in Par Pond, and its presence
has not been confirmed in SRP stream ecosystems.

Formal consultation on the American alligator was held under the Endangered
Species Act in September 1982 with representatives of DOE-SR, Du Pent, NUS Cor-
poration, the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL), and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS). A Biological Opinion was received from the FWS in which
FWS judged that protection of the lagoons at SRP Road A should provide suffi-
cient mitigation for the American alligator potentially impacted by L-Reactor
restart. Protection of these lagoons has been completed. DOE has reinitiated
consultations with FWS (Sires, 1983).

The Savannah River swamp and Steel Creek delta provide an important re-
gional sanctuary and refuge for waterfowl. More than 400 wood ducks and nearly
1200 mallards have been observed roosting and feeding in the Steel Creek delta.
Seven other species of waterfowl alao use this area. These habitats will be
eliminated by direct discharge.

The Steel Creek delta also providea important foraging habitat for the wood
stork, a large wading bird that is listed as an endangered species (USDOI,
1984). A total of 478 observations of foraging wood storks was made in the
Savannah River swamp in 1983, of which 102 were in the Steel Creek delta.
Thermal discharge will elitinate these feeding habitats. DOE has initiated a
consultation process with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on the wood stork.

Semiaquatic mammals that will be affected by the thermal effluent include
the beaver, river otter, tink, and muskrat. Except for the muskrat, these spe-
cies are common throughout the Savannah River Plant . Adults should not experi-
ence mortality due to increased flow and temperature.

1.1.2 Once-through alternatives

I.1.2.1 Once-through spray canal system

This alternative would provide a spray canal to reduce L-Reactor effluent
temperature before the effluent is discharged to Steel Creek. Durfng the
summer, effluent entering this spray canal at a rate of about 11 cubic inters
per second would be cooled by about 5°C and discharged to Steel Creek at about
73”C. Based on ther~l modeling, extreme summer effl“ent temperatures at Road A
and Steel Creek delta would be 53°C and 45”C, respectively. These temperatures
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are slightly cooler than those of the direct-discharge effluent at the came
locations. Given this slight reduction in effluent temperature and identical
flow rates, the Impact of a spray canal on wetlands would not differ signifi-
cantly from that of direct discharge. Delta growth would & about 3 acres per
year, and as many as,785 to 1005 acres of wetlands would be impacted. Addition-
ally, approximately 110 acres, half of which are wetlanda, would have to be
cleared in the vicinity of the spray system in order to enhance cooling perform-
ance. If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the
environmental impacts would be as described above. If it is implemented after
direct discharge occurs, the environmental impacts would @ essentially the
same. Any mitigative effects resulting from the small lakes alternative would
not begin until the end of the 18- to 24-month construction period. Further-
nmre, this system offers no mitigation to the habitat of the endangered American
alligator, the endangered wood stork, migratory waterfowl, or other aquatic
species.

Wetland impacts expected from implementation of the spray csnal system
would not differ appreciably if this system was implemented either before or
after L-Reactor restart

1.1.2.2 Small lakes on

A series of rubble
with a combined area of

(a n!aximumof 1060 acres compared to 1005 acres).

Steel Creek

dams on Steel Creek could provide several small lakes
about 120 acres. The thermal effluent discharged

through these lakes at 11 cubic meters per second and under mximum summer con-
ditions would be cooled to about 45°C on discharge from the last lake and 40”c
where Steel Creek enters the swamp. This cooling system would provide limited
use of Steel Creek below Road A by SOIUSthermally tolerant aquatic organisms.
However, this system would not maintain alligator habitat blow Road A, because
of the general loss of prey organisms. Although this alternative providee some
mitigation below Road A, thermal impacts will occur. Delta growth would be
about 2 acres per year, and as many aa 1000 acres of wetlands would be adversely
affected by flooding, siltation, and thermal impacts. Flooding, controlled by
the reactor operation schedule, would be intermittent and would cause fluctuat-
ing water levels. The cooler temperatures near the delta would result in a
decreased rate of vegetative mortality. However, flooding, siltation, and fluc-
tuating water levels, when coupled with the thermal effects, would have adverse
impacts on wetlands that are classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USDOI, 1981). This resource category and its designation
criteria include ““highvalue for evaluation species and scarce or becoming
scarce.‘“ The mitigation planning goal specifies that there be “no net loss of
inkind habitat value.‘“ In addition, about 2500 acres of wetlands could be
physically isolated by the dams and therml temperatures.

1.1.2.3 Small lakes with spray cooling (l-2 sets)
I

The combination of small rubble dams to create approximately 120 acres of

shallow lakes combined with a spray cooling system (1-2 sets) would mitigate
some of the environmental effects of a direct discharge system. The gravity
spray canal system would bs installed to obtain about 5°C cooling before the
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water enters the first lake. The small dams would create pools that would slow
the movement of the water and enhance cooling. Maximum exit temperatures in the
summer would be 44“C with one spra’y system or 39° C with two spray systems”. In

the swamp the ef f Iuent wOuld be cooled to 34°C and 37 ‘C, respectively.

The use of small lakes without sprays would impact between 420 and 580
acres of wetlands in the Steel Creek corridor and between 310 and 420 acres of
wetlands in the delta and swamp. The use of sprays (1 or 2 sets) would impact
an “additional55 acres of wetlands in the vicinity of the spray canal. However,

the cooling achieved by.sprays would reduce the impacts to the delta and swamp:
to between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands. Thus, the total wetlands impacted by
small lakes without sprays would range between 730 and 1000 acres. Small lakes
with sprays (1 or 2 sets) would impact between 690 and 970 acres“of wetlands.’
The wetlands that would be impacted by this alternative are classified as
Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource cat-
egory and its designation criteria include “high value for evaluation species
and scarce its becoming scarce.” The mitigation planning goal specifies that
there be “no net loss of inkind habitat value” (USDOI, 1981).

Erosion and transport of sediment wi11 increase because the flow rate will
be about 11 cubic inters per second. A delta growth rate of about 2 acrea per
year is anticipated. In addition to sedimentation and erosion from flow, some
sedimentation will be associated with construction of the embankment; however,
it will be covered by an erosion/sedimentation plan. Spoil removed from the
embankment site will contain small amounts of radioactivity. Spoi1 from the
surface portion of the embankment foundation in the Steel Creek floodplain,
estimated to contain a total of 0.2 curie of cesium-137 and 0.02 curie of
cobalt-60, would be separated, contained, replaced outside the jurisdictional
wetlands upstream of the embankment, and covered with subsurface spoil to
prevent erosion during the construction period. This relocation would have no
effect on net cesium transport estimates. All other material would be removed
and used for backfill in the borrow areas.

If the small lakes alternative ( 1-2 sets) is implemented before direct dis-
charge occurs, the environmental effects would be as described above. If it iS
implemented after direct discharge starta, the environmental effects would be
the same as those described in Section 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000
acres of wetlands, etc.). The mitigative effects resulting from small lakes
with sprays (l-2 sets) would not begin until the end of the 18- to 24-month
construction period.

1.1.2.4 500-acre lake

The impacts on wetlands from a 500-acre lake on Steel Creek would generally
be similar to those for the spray canal and small lakes systems. Although lower
maximum summer effluent temperatures are projected at Road A (37”C) and the
delta (36”c), the high rate of flow and fluctuating water levels would adversely
affect the wetland vegetation. Macrophytea would be uprooted by strong cur-
rents, and woody flora would be eliminated due to prolonged inundation. Repro-
duction of wetlands vegetation in most areas would be unconunonbecause of the
f100ding and fluctuating water levels associated with reactor operation.
Roosting and feeding habitat for waterfowl will be lost. In addition, the
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fluctuating water levels are expected to discourage spawning and inhibit tbe
successful reproduction of fish. Even with lower effluent water temperatures
below Road A, vegetation till be lost in the Steel Creek corridor and on the
delta. Habitat quality for the American alligator will be reduced in Steel
Creek bslow Road A because of the loss of prey organisma.

Delta growth is projected to be 2 acres per year. Between 650 and 930
acres of wetlands would be impacted by this action. This includes between 435
and 595 acres in the Steel Creek corridor and between 215 and 335 acres I“ the
delta and swamp. The wetlands that would be impacted by this alternative are
classified as Wsource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. ThiS

resource category and its designation criteria Include ‘“highvalue for
evaluation species and scarce or becoming scarce.” The mitigation planning goal
specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habftat value” (USDOI, 1981).
Approximately 2280 acres of riparian wetlands associated with Meyers Branch and
the upper headwaters of Steel Creek could be isolated. As many as 360 acres of
upland vegetation would be inundated by the impoundment. The principal differ-
ence between this option and direct discharge or spray canal options is not the
magnitude, but the rate and location of impacts. Cooler temperatures in periph-
eral areas of the delta should enable limited vegetative establishment. Flood-
ing, siltation, and fluctuating water levels, when coupled with thermal effects,
would halt the vegetative aucceasion that has been progressing in the swamp
since 1968.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the
environmental impacts to wetlands would be as described above. If it is imple-
mented after direct discharge occurs, there would be some limited mitigation,
but this would not begin until the end of the 18- to 31-month construction
period. The construction of this alternative could be expedited to about 6
months.

1.1.2.,5 500-acre lake with spray cooling (1-2 sets)

Combinations of several once-through cooling-water system.?,could have fewer
thermal effects than a single system. The combined system discussed in Section
4.4.2 consists of a 500-acre lake with a spray cooling system (1-2 sets). The
gravity spray canal system would obtain about 5°C cooling before the ‘water
enters the lake. This water (at 73”C) would & cooled to about 38°C during its
travel through the lake (under extreme meteorological conditions). A system
with two sprays would cool the water to less than 32°C before discharging it to
Steel Creek. With a single spray system located above the 500-acre lake, the
maximum summer discharge temperature from the lake would be 37“C.

Approximately 705 to 985 acres of wetlands habitat would b lost with one
or two sets of sprays. This would consist of 490 to 650 acres in Steel Creek
corridor and 215 to 335 acres in the delta and swamp. This system would not
mitigate flooding and fluctuating water levels in the Steel Creek system.
Therefore, the principal differences between the combined system and other
once-through systems would be a decreased rate of ve~etative mrtali tv in the
Steel Cree~ corridor and
fish and other organisma

delta below the final spray-lake; it is possible that
would be able to use the creek blow the dam.
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If the 500-acre lake with spray cooling system (1-2 sets) is implemented
before direct discharge Occurs, the environmental impacts would be as described
above. If it is implemented after direct discharge occurs, the environmental
impacts would be the same as those described in Section 4.2.2.2.1 (i.e., loss of
730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). The mitigative effects resulting from
this alternative would not begin until the end of the 31- to 36-month construc-
tion period.

1.1.2.6 1000-acre lake

This alternative consists of the construction of a 1000-acre once-through
cooling lake on Steel Creek. The normal water surface elevation would b 61
meters above mean sea level. The embankment for this cooling lake would be at
the sams location as the embankment for the 500-acre lake described in Section
4.4.2. The impacts from the 1000-acre lake were bracketed by those from the
500-acre lake and the 1300-acre lake described in the Draft EIS.

Projected water temperatures in the sununer(5-day, worst-case) at the Steel
Creek delta, mid-swamp, and the mouth of Steel Creek would be within about 1‘C
of ambient. In the spring, water temperatures at the delta would be 3°C above
ambient. Water temperatures would be near ambient at the muth of Steel Creek.
These conditions do not pose any adverse impacts to aquatic and semiaquatic
biota. In the winter, however, projected temperatures at Road A and points
downstream would be 7°C to 9°C above ambient. These warmer conditions could
concentrate fish at the mouth of Steel Creek. Reactor shutdowns during the
winter would result in a gradual heat loss in this area, which would minimize
any cold shock effects. This alternative would not adversely affect access to,
and the spawning of riverine and anadromous fishes in, the Savannah River swamp
below the Steel Creek delta.

The habitat impacted by the 1000-acre lake would include between 520 and
680 acres of wetlands in the Steel Creek corridor. The flow of discharge water
would have adverse impacts on between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands in the Steel
Creek delta and swamp. This area, which is dominated by forested (45 percent)
and scrub-shrub (36 percent) wetlands, provides foraging habitat for the endan-
gered wood stork and American alligator. These wetlands also represent impor-
tant feeding and roosting habitat for as msny as 1200 mallard and 400 wood
duck. A delta growth rate of about 1 to 2 acres per year is anticipated. These
wetlands are classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. This resource category and its designation criteria include ‘“high
value for evaluation species and scarce or becoming scarce.““ The mitigation
planning goal specifies that there be “’nonet loss of inkind habitat value”
(USDOI, 1981).

If this alternative IS implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the
environmental impacts would be aS described above. If it is implemented after
direct discharge occurs, the environmental impacta would be the same as those
described in Section 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e.’,loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands,
etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting from the 1000-acre lake alternative
would not begin until the end of the 35-month construction period. Construction
of this alternative could be expedited to about 6 mnths.
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1.1.2.7 Once-through cooling by diversions to Pen Branch

This alternative includes two options: (1) a diversion to Pen Branch by
penstock and canal, and (2“)a diversion to Pen Branch by lake and canal.

The lower segment of Pen Branch presently receives ther~l ~ffl”ent from
K-Reactor. Depending on the diversion option, approximately 2 to 5 kilometers
of pen Branch above Indian Grave Branch that have “ever received thermal di~-
charge would receive heated effluent from L-Reactor. Flows in this reach would
be about 10 times the natural rate at the point of L-Reactor discharge, result-
ing in appreciable stream erosfon. Portions of Pen Branch are expected to bs
severely eroded by the downcutting, widening, and straightening of its channel.
A tixture of sand and md would be deposited in its delta region, resulting in
the growth of the delta by 18 acres or more per year during the first 7 to 10
years of combined K- and L-Area discharges to Pen Branch and eventually modify-
ing the heat dissipation characteristics of the swamp. Below the confluence of
Pen Branch and Indian Grave Branch, the combined K- and L-Reactor discharges
would double the flow of Pen Branch. Tbe effluent temperature is estimated to
be 58°C when it enters the swamp. Approximately 1280 acres of wetlands are
expected to be adversely impacted: this would consist of (1) a small portion of

Steel Creek (60 acres), (2) a previoualy unimpacted part of Pen Branch (50
acres), (3) the Pen Branch delta (210 acres), and (4) 960 acres of the Sava””ah
River floodplain. No mitigation of swamp habitat for the endangered American
alIigator or wood stork wouId be achieved by this alternative.

The diversion of L-Reactor cooling water by a penstock canal to Pen Branch
would eliminate thermal discharges to Steel Creek. Therefore, between 730 and
1000 acres of wetlands in Steel Creek, delta, and Savannah River floodplain
would receive no impact. However, about 1220 acres of previously undisturbed
wetlands in the Pen Branch (55 acres), its delta (210), and the Savannah River
swamp (960 acres) would be affected by the diversion. Implementation after
restart would impact between 730 and 1000 acres of wetlands and wetland habitat
in the Steel Creek, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain. After the
completion of the diversion, the wetlands in the Steel Creek and portions of tbe
Savannah River swamp system could reinitiate a successional recovery.

The implementation of the lake-diversion system before or after L-Reactor
restart would be similar to that for the penstock canal diversion except for
(1) the 60-acre lake caused by dannningSteel Creek and (2) the smaller reach of
Pen Branch that has not previously received thermal discharges.

1.1.3 Mechanical-draft cooling towers

Mechanical-draft cooling towers added to the L-Reactor site could utilize
three principal modes of operation: (1) once-through with direct discharge to
Steel Creek, the swamp via a canal, or the Savannah River via a canal and pipe-
line, (2) total recirculation via the 186-Basin, or (3) partial recirculation
with and without refrigeration. A aununaryof the impacts to floodplains and

wetlands from the various alternative cooling systems is given below.
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1.1.3.1 Cooling towers with Once-through and direct discharge

1.1.3.1.1 Once-through and direct discharre to Steel Creek

This alternative would discharge cooling effluent into Steel Creek at a

somewhat lower rate of flow (10.2 cubic meters per second) due to evaporation
losses. The temperature of the effluent would be lowered by the towera, and

would vary according to the approach to the design wet bulb temperature (i .e. ,
2.8° or 5 .6° C ) , Temperature of Steel Creek in summer and spring would be at or

near ambient above Steel Creek delta ( 2 .8°C approach); in winter temperatures
would be 7°C above ambient at the delta. The 5.6°C approach could have adverse
effects on Steel Creek because the discharge temperatures would be about 31“C
during a 5-day period that is expected to occur once about every 5 years.
Otherwise the 5.6°C approach tower will meet the 32°C water-quality standard
about 99 percent of the tires.

The towers would substantially titigate tha effects associated with direct
discharge temperatures; the environmental impacts of this alternative would be
less than those for direct discharge; they are sununarizedas follows:

● High flow rate would eliminate between 420 and 580 acres of wetlands
within the Steel Creek corridor. Because the effluent would not have
markedly elevated temperatures, high flow rate would impact between 70-
80 percent of the delta and swamp area predicted for direct discharge.
Thus, between 215 and 335 acres of delta or swamp wetlands would be
eliminated (or a total of 635 to 915 acres) due to high flow rate from
this alternative cooling system. This would include foraging habitat of
the endangered wood stork and the endangered American alligator.

● The spring temperatures should not affect approximately 2500 acres of
wetlands and aquatic habitat for spawning riverine and anadromous fishes
and other semiaquatic biota because spring temperatures in the swamP and
delta would be within 4°C of ambient.

● No impacts to substrate, water quality, or water levels due to dredging
and filling.

If this alternative is implemented before restart occurs, environmental im-
pacts would be aa described above (i.e., loss of about 635 to 915 acres of wet-
land due to high flow). If it is implemented after restart occurs, the environ-
mental impacts would be the same as those described in Section 4.4.2 (i.e., loss
of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting from
this alternative would not begin until the end of the 27-month construction
period.

1.1.3.1.2 Once-through - canal to awam~

This alternative would directly discharge cooling-water effluent into a
canal at a rate of 10.2 cubic meters per second. This canal would bypasa the
Steel Creek corridor and discharge through a diffuser in the vicinity of Steel
Creek delta.
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This alternative (all approaches) would avoid Steel Creek down to the
swamp, allowing approximately 420 to 580 acres of wetland to continue succes-
sional recovery in the Steel Creek corridor, including habitat for the endan-
gered American alligator. The effluent would reach the swamp via the canal ~ea=
Steel Creek and enter the swamp through a diffuser at temperatures between 23°C
and 28°C during the spring, which would allow riverine and anadromous fish and
other biota to have access to the swamp during the spawning season. Tempera-
ture at the delta during the sumer would be 28°C and 31“C for the 2.8°C and
5.6°C approaches, respectively. However, the impacts on the swamp from the
10.2-cubic-meter-per-secondflo” would be almO~t the aa~ as thOse described for
direct discharge.

The canal would be routed adjacent to Steel Creek above the floodplain and
extend for approximately 10.4 kilometers before discharging at the delta. The
canal would impact about 120 acres of upland pine forest and open fields, and
require the disposal of approximately 850,000 cubic meters of spoil.

This alternative cooling system would have no impact on endangered and
threatened species that inhabit Steel Creek above its delta because the creek
corridor would not receive thermal effluent. The discharge of 10.2 cubic meters
per second through a diffuser located at the Steel Creek delta might channelize
portions of the existing wetlands. Between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands in the
delta and swamp would bs impacted. However, the discharge temperatures (28”c
and 34°C for 2.8°C and 5.6°c approaches in summer, reaPe=tivelY) “O”ld not
adversely impact the American alligator. The greatest potential impact would
result from elevated water levels, which could eliminate foraging habitat for
the endangered wood stork. The shortnose sturgeon would be unaffected by this
alternative.

Dredge material from the canal and the area in the swamp around the
diffuser would bs monitored and handled to meet applicable regulatory require-
ments. Thus, no significant changes in water quality, suspended particulate,
or turbidity are expected to occur in the xwamp or Savannah River due to dredge
and fill activities.

If this alternative Is implemented before restart occurs, the environmental
impacts would be as described above (successional recovery of 420 to 580 acres
of wetland in Steel Creek corridor and losses of 215-335 acres in the swamp).
If it is implemented after restart occurs, the environmental impacts would be
the same as those described in Section 4.4.2.2.1 (ie., 10SS of 73o to 1000

acres of wetlands, etc). Any mitigative effects resulting from this alternative
would not begin until the end of the 27-nonth construction period.

1.1 .3.1.3 Once-through - spray canal and canal to swam?
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This alternative would discharge cooling-water effluent into the swamp via
a canal at a somewhat lower rate of flow (10.2 cubic meters per second) than
direct discharge due to evaporation losses. The temperature of the effluent
under this alternative would be identical in summer and spring to that of the
alternative described in Section 4.4.2.3.1.2, minus the spray system. It would
be lower in winter due to cooling by the spray system.



This alternative would include complete avoidance of Steel Creek down to
the swamp, allowing approximately 420 to 580 acres of wetland to continue suc-
cessional recovery in the Steel Creek corridor, including habitat for the endan-
gered American alligator. The effluent would reach the swamp via a canal near
Steel Creek and enter the swamp through a diffuser at temperature bstween 28°C
and 30”C (eaaentially 2°C below summer ambient temperatures; 2.8°C approach).
This would allow acceaa in the spring to the entire swamp and Steel Creek by
spawning riverine and anadromous fish and other aquatic biota. However, the
impacta on the swamp from the 10.2-cubic-meter-per-second flow would k the same
or slightly less than those described for direct discharge.

Except for water temperature slightly cooler ( 2“C) than ambient in the
swamp and mouth of Steel Creek (with a 2.8°C approach tower), the environmental
impacts of this alternative would be the same as those for cooling towers having
once-through discharge via a canal to the swamp. These impacts are summarized
as follows:

No impact to the Steel Creek corridor, but increased flow rate would
eliminate 215 and 335 acres or wetlands in the swamp.

Approximately 120 acres of upland pine forest and open fields would be
disturbed for construction of the canal; 850,000 cubic meters of spoil
would have to be removed and stored or utilized. About 30 acres of
upland pine forest would be removed for the construction of the towers.
In order to achieve optimal cooling performance with one set of aprays,
vegetation within 300 meters of the sprays must be cleared to enhance
evaporative ratea. This would eliminate approximately 55 acres of wet-
lands and 55 acres of upland habitat.

No impact to the American alligator and shortnose sturgeon; foraging
habitat of the endangered wood stork would be adversely impacted due to
increased water levels.

Modification of the bottom contour of the swamp in the vicinity of the
diffuser.

No impact to water quality or increaaed suspended particulate and tur-
bidity would result from the dredging of the canal. Short-term impacts
tight be associated with the installation of the diffuser.

If this alternative is implemented before restart occurs, the environmental
impacts would be as described above (successional recovery of 420 to 580 acres
of wetlands in Steel Creek and leas of about 215 to 335 acres in the swamp due
to high flow rate). If it is implemented after restart occurs, the environmen-
tal impacts would be the same as those described in Section 4.4.2.3.1.2 (1.e.,
loss of 730 to 1000 acrea of wetlanda, etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting
from this alternative “ould “ot begin until the end of the 27-month construction
period.
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1.1.3.1.4 once-through - canal to swamp - pipe to river

This alternative would completely avoid Steel Creek and the swamp, allowing

aPPrOximStely 730 to 1000 acres of wetland to continue to undergo successional
recovery and fish would have full aCCeSS to Steel Creek and S“amp. However,
access of fish to Boggy Gut Branch would be limited, especially during the
spring and sunrmer.

The diffuser would be constructed to mix the effluent rapidly with the
river. Based on seasonal outfall temperatures, a zone of passage would be main-
tained to allow wvement of anadromous fish past SRP; the mouth of Steel Creek
would not be blocked by temperatures high enough to exclude riverine and anadro-
mous fish from entering and spawning in the Steel Creek swamp system (for both
5.6”c and 8.2°C approach temperatures). Discharge temperatures might attract
some fish species into the thermal plume during the winter; however, insignif-
icant impacta are expected on riverine species due to overwintering stress.

The greatest impact to wetlands from this alternative would result from the
construction of the pipeline. This raised structure would extend from a point
near the Steel Creek delta to the Savannah River, a distance of 2500 meters.
Pipeline construction could hsve adverse impacts on the Savannah River swamp
becauae of: (1) piles driven into the substrate to support the pipeline, (2) the
use of heavy equipment affecting wetlands through the compaction of substrate,
and (3) increased erosion and sedimentation due to disturbances of the
substrate.

The pipeline would be constructed above the high-flood mrk (about 7 to 9
meters), so it could not act as a dam and impede water flow during f100ding.

Proper buffers would be installed during construction to prevent movement
of suspended particulate, which might cause turbidity impacts. Discharge water
quality would be the same as that described for direct discharge. No signifi-
cant changes in water quality, suspended particulate, or turbidity are expected
to occur in the swamp or the Savannah River.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the en-
vironmental impacts would be as described above (successional recovery of about
730 to 1000 acres of wetland). If it is implemented after direct discharge, the
environmental impacts would be the same as those described in Section 4.4.2.2.1
(i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any mitigative effects re-
sulting from this alternative would not begin until the end of the 27-month con-
struction period.

1.1.3.2 Cooling towers - recirculation

1.1.3.2.1 Total recirculation - blowdowtrto Steel Creek

The 2.8°C and 5.6°C approaches recirculation alternatives would greatly
reduce temperatures discharging to Steel Creek, and would resuIt in a minimal
impacta to the biota of the creek, its delta, the floodplain, and the Sa”annah

I River in comparison to the effects caused by direct discharge (ace Section
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1.1.3.1.1). The 2.8°C approach tower would continually meet the 32°C thermal
standard except during extreme summer meteorological conditions; during these
conditions it would exceed the limit by less than 1“C. The 8.3°C approach tower
would not meet the 32°C thermal standard from late spring to early fall. All
three approaches hsve low discharge rates (abnut O.6 cubic inters per second),
thus, impacts due to flow would be minimum.

The blowdown-to-Steel Creek inn-concentrating ratio is expected to be about
3. Thus, the chemical constituents in the creek water near the L-Reactor nut-
fall wnuld be about 1.7 times their normal concentration without the blowdown.
At Road A, the increasea in concentration wnuld be only about 1.4 times normsl.
The blowdown is nnt expected tn have an appreciable impact on the water quality
of Steel Creek, the swamp, or the Savannah River.

If this alternative is implemented befnre the restart of L-Reactor, the
environmental impacts would be as described above (successional recnvery nf
abnut 730 to 1000 acres of wetland). If it is implemented after direct df.s-
charge occurs, the environmental impacts would be the same as those described in
Section 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres nf wetlands, etc.). Any mit-
igative effects resulting frnm this alternative would not begin until the end of
the 27-month construction perind.

I.1.3.2.2 Total recirculation - blowdown treatment

This cooling-system alternative (2.8°c approach) would discharge 0.6 cubic
meter per second of blowdown effluent at essentially the same temperatures in
summer and spring as those achieved by conling towers kving tntal recircula-
tion. However, in winter and at other times as required, the blowdown wn”ld be
treated to reduce its temperature and to aasure compliance with the 2.8°C
delta-T thermal standard. In summer and spring, near ambient temperatures wnuld
be achieved from the outfall to the Savannah River. Near-ambient winter temper-
atures would be reached along the creek, delta, swamp, and at the mouth of Steel
Creek.

This alternative would have essentially the same environmental impacts as
those resulting from the implementation of cooling towers having total recircu-
lation (2.8°C approach) without blowdown cooling; these impacts are summarized
as fnllows:

● Construction of the towers would affect approximately 30 acres of upland
pine forest. There wnuld be no impact tn wetlanda nr the biota that
inhabit the Steel Creek ecosystem and swamp.

● There would be no impact to endangered and threatened species, nor would
any critical habitat, as designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, be affected.

● Because of low discharge rate little or no change in present erosion or
sedimentation patterns is expected. There wnuld be no impacts to
aquatic substrate or water quality from dredging and filling activities,
because they are not required.



If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the en-
vironmental impacts would be as described above (successional recovery of about
730 to 1000 acres of wetlands). If it is implemented after direct discharge
occurs, the environmental,impactswould be the same as those described in Sec-
tion 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). hy mitiga-
tive effects resulting from this alternative would not begin until the end of
the 27-month construction period.

1.1.3.3 Cooling towers - partial recirculation

Cooling towers (2.8°C or 8.3°C approach temperature) that only recirculate

a POrtiOn of the COOling water could be added to the L-Reactor site. From Apri1
through October the towers would cool water on a once-through basis and dis-
charge all the effluent directly to Steel Creek. Based on equilibrium tempera-
ture calculations for these months, the discharge to Steel Creek under normal
weather conditions would continuously meet the 32°C/+2.8°C temperature standard
if a 2.8°C approach cooling tower is used. Equilibrium temperature calculations
indicate that, from November through March, a pOrtion of the cooling water must .
be recirculated to the 186-Basin, the remainder of the water discharged to the
creek at 10.9 cubic meters per second would be obtained by blending ambient
river water with cooling-tower blowdown.

1.1.3.3.1 Partial recirculation - discharge to Steel Creek

Except for the mitigating effects associated with lower discharge tempera-
tures (maximum summer discharge temperatures of 27“C to 28”C, depending on
approach), tbe environmental impacts caused by this alternative (2.8 and 8.3°c
approach) would be similar to those for direct discharge; they are summarized as
follows:

●

●

High flow rate would eliminate between 420 and 580 acrea of wetlands
within the Steel Creek corridor. Becauae the effluent wi11 not have
markedly elevated temperatures, high flow rate would impact between
70 to BO percent of the delta and swamp area predicted for direct dis-
charge. Thus between 215 and 335 acres would be eliminated (or a total
of 635 to 915 acres) due to high flow rate from this alternative cooling
system. The wetlands that would be impacted by this alternative are
classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice. This resource category and its designation criteria include “’high
value for evaluation apecfes and scarce or becoming scarce.“’ The miti-
gation planning goal specifies that there be “no n~t loss of inkind
habitat value” (USDOI, 1981).

Foraging sites for the endangered wood stork would be eliminated due to
increased water levels.

No impacta to substrate, water quality, or water levels due to dredging
or filling.
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● Increased sedimentation and erosion due to effluent discharge; delta
growth is anticipated to be 3 surface acres per year.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the
environmental impacts would be as described above (i.e., loss of 635 to 915
acres of wetlands). If it is implemented after direct discharge occurs,
environmental impacts would be the same as those described in Section 4.4.2.2.1
(ie., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any mitigative effects
resulting from this alternative would not begin until the end of the 27-month
construction period.

1.1.3.3.2 Partial recirculation - with refrigeration

This alternative is the same as the partial recirculation case described
above except that a refrigeration unit would be used primarily at night during
the winter, to meet state thermal discharge standards. The refrigeration system
would operate about 2 to 5 hours per night from January through Narch. During
those hours, about 1 cubic meter per second would be diverted through the re-
frigeration unit to give a mximum mixed Steel Creek temperature difference of
about 2.8”C. The maximum summer discharge temperatures to Steel Creek would not
exceed 30”C for either approach.

High flow rate would eliminate between 420 and 580 acres of wetlands within
the Steel Creek corridor. Because the effluent would not have markedly elevated
temperatures, high flow rate would impact between 70 to 80 percent of that pre-
dicted for direct discharge. Thus between 215 and 335 acres would be eliminated
(or a total of 635 to 915 acres) due to high flow rate from this alternative
cooling system. The wetlands that would be impacted by this alternative are
classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. ThiS

resource category and its designation criteria include ‘“highvalue for evalua-
tion species and scarce or becoting scarce.” The mitigation planning goal spec-
ifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habitat value”’(USDOI, 1981).

● Foraging sitee for the endangered wood stork would be eliminated due to
increased water levels.

● No impacts to substrate, water quality, or water levels due to dredging
or filling.

● Increased sedimentation and erosion due to effluent discharge; delta
growth is anticipated to b 3 surface acres per year.

If this alternative is implemented before restart occurs, the environmen-
tal impacts would be as described above (i.e., loss of 635 to 915 acres of wet-
lands). If it is implemented after restart occurs, the environmental impacts
would be the sam as those described in Section 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to
1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). hy mitigative effects resulting from this al-
ternative would not begin until the end of the 27-month construction period.
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I.1.4 Recirculation alternatives

1.1.4.1 Recirculation through creation of L-Pond

Under this alternative, a recirculating lake would be constructed in the
Steel Creek floodplain below L-Reactor; this lake would inundate approximately
1300 acres of floodplains, bottomland hardwood forest, and stands of upland
pine. Under extrem’ meteorological conditions, discharges from this lake are
expected to be about 33°C in the summer; the average discharge temperature would
b about 31“C. Near ambient temperatures would bs reached in Steel Creek near
the delta. L-Pond would support minimal aquatic life because of a continually
high water temperature. Isolated cool-water refuges tight be utilized minimally
by aquatic (fish) and semiaquatic biota (herpetofauna, wading birds, beaver).
Approximately 7.6 kilometers of Steel Creek would b eliminated, including
existing habitats of the American alligator. Approximately 240 acres of wet-
lands would be adversely impacted by the impoundment. The wetlands that would
be impacted by this alternative are classified as Resource Category 2 by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource category and its designation
criteria include “high value for evaluation species and scarce or kcoming
scarce.““ The mitigation planning goal specifies that there k “no net loss of
inkind habitat value’”(USDOI, 1981).

The creation of L-Pond before restart occurs would elindnate thermal dis-
charges to Steel Creek. Approximately 605 to 875 acres of wetlands in Steel
Creek below the embankment, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain
would not be impacted and would remain in post-thermal recovery, unaffected by
cooling-water effluents from L-Reactor. However, about 240 acres of wetlands
would be inundated.

Implementationafter restart occurs would Impact between 730 and 1000 acres
of wetland habitat in Steel Creek, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah River flood-
plaln. After the completion of the L-Pond, between 605 and 875 acres of these
wetlands in Steel Creek below the embankment and the Savannah River swamp would
reinitiate a successional recovery.

1.1.4.2 Recirculation through creation of Kal Pond

Tbia alternative would create one large recirculating lake to cool both K-
and L-Reactors. Constructing dams across both Steel Creek and Pen Branch would
inundate approximately 2620 acres of floodplain, bottomland hardwood forest, and
upland conifers. This would include 7.2 kilometers along Pen Branch, 7.6 kilo-
meters along Steel Creek, and 4.0 kilometers on Indian Grave Branch. This
impoundment would flood forested habitats that once contained the endangered
red-cockaded woodpecker, and would eliminate some alligator habitat. The wet-
lands that would be impacted by this alternative are classified as Resource
Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource category and
its designation criteria include ‘“highvalue for evaluation species and scarce
or becoming scarce.““ The mitigation plannlng goal specifies that there be “no
net loss of inkind habitat value” (USDOI, 19S1).
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Nsximum summer discharge temperatures would be about 33”C, but typically
would be less. At the Steel Creek and Pen Branch deltas, near ambient water
temperatures would exist. Little or no change is expected in the erosion or
sedimentation patterns in Steel Creek or Pen Branch because the overflow, about
0.5 cubic meter per second to each creek, would not produce large increaaes to
the normal flows nf these streams. Both deltas should remain unchanged.

Kal Pond, which is expected to show thermal behavior much like that of Par
Pond, is expected to have adverse impacts on approximately 615 acres of wet-
lands. However, because it wnuld terminate the existing thermal effluent down
Pen Branch, approximately 1170 acres of swamp could undergo successional
recovery.

The creation of Kal Pond before restart occurs would eliminate thermal dis-
charges to Steel Creek; approximately 650 to 920 acres of wetland$ in the Steel
Creek, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain would not be impacted
and would be allowed to remain in post-thermal recovery, unaffected by cooling-
water effluents from L-Reactor. However, about 425 acres of wetlands along
Indian Grave Branch and Pen Branch and 2005 acres of uplands would be adversely
affected. In addition, the lake would allow approximately 1170 acres of pre-
viously disturbed wetlands to recover because the thermal effluent down Pen
Branch from K-Reactor would be eliminated.

Implementation after restart occure would impact between 730 and 1000 acres
of previously affected wetlands and wetland habitat in the Steel Creek, Steel
Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain. After the completion of Kal Pnnd,
the wetlands below the dam in the Steel Creek and Pen Branch floodplain and the
Savannah River swamp wnuld reinitiate a successional recovery.

1.1.4.3 Recirculation through creation of High-Level Pond

Twn dam sitee on the Pen Branch drainage area north of L-Reactor have been
studied for creating a recirculating High-Level Pond. The first and second dam
cites would create pond areae of approximately 1225 and 1785 acree, respec-
tively. This area of upland forest habitat, including 9.4 kilometers of Pen
Branch which has not previously received thermal effluent, would be inundated.
Thermal discharges (about 0.5 cubic inters per second) could reach 36°c under
adverse summer conditions, but would average 34“C in the summer. Near-ambient
temperature would occur at the Steel Creek delta.

Approximately 610 acree of wetlande associated with upper tributaries of
Pen Branch and 1175 acres of uplands are expected to be adversely impacted.
This alternative would not adversely affeet endangered species. After construc-
tion of the impoundment, a portion of Pen Branch would remain between the High-
Level Pond and the thermally-impacted reach below K-Reactor. However, surviving
fishes in thie segment would become essentially landlocked; their acceas tn
upstream portinns would be precluded by the dam and their accese to downstream
portiona and the floodplain swamp would be limited to periods when K-Reactor is
shut down.

The creation of a High-Level Pond before L-Reactor restart would eliudnate
thermal dfschargea to Steel Creek. Therefore, between 730 and 1000 acrea of
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wetlands in the Steel Creek, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah Rfver floodplain
would not be impacted and would remain in post-thermal recc,very.

If this alternative is implemented hefore restart occurs, the environmental
impacts would be as described above. Implementation after restart occurs would
impact between 730 and 1000 acres of previously affected wetlands in Steel
Creek, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain plus 1175 acres of up-
lands and 610 acres of wetlands in upper Pen Branch. After the completion of
the High-Level Pond, wetlands in the Steel Creek and Savannah River swamp could
reinitiate a successional recovery.

1.1.4.4 Recirculation through Par Pond

Under this alternative, Par Pond would be used to cool the effluent from
both P- and L-Reactors. A new pipeline would run northeast from L-Area and
discharge into an excavated canal that would connect to Pond A near the
R-Reactor effluent canal. From this,point, the cooling water from L-Reactor
would follow the same path through Par Pond that R-Reactor cooling water
followed when that reactor was active. A new underground return pipeline would
be constructed from near P-Reactor to the L-Reactor reservoir.

Because Par Pond already exists, any modifications of terrestrial habitat
would be limited to a temporary disturbance to approximately 50 acres to
construct the new discharge canal. This 2700-acre pond, however, contains a
diversified and abundant assemblage of aquatic and semiaquatic biota, including
more than 100 American alligators (Murphy, 1981). Based on previous thermal
conditions when two reactors were operating, this alternative should not greatly
increase water temperatures in the pond as a whole. However, a few acres of
wetland habitat adjacent to Ponds A and B and the North Arm of Par Pond would be
adversely impacted; som revegetation has occurred along the edges of these
bodies since R-Reactor was shut down. This alternative would affect the

alligator and aquatic biota through reduction in available habitat and avoidance

of the heated effluent , primarily in the North Arm of Par Pond. Under adverse
aunnnerconditiens, the discharge from Par Pond, about 0.5 cubic meters per
tinute could reach 33” C, but average summer discharges would be 31 “C.
Near-ambient temperatures would exist at Steel Creek delta.

The implementation of the Par Pond alternative before restart would elim.t-
nate thermal discharges to Steel Cieek. Therefore, between 730 and 1000 acres
of wetlands in the Steel Creek, Steel Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain
would not be impacted and would be allowed to remain in post-thermal recovery,
unaffected by cooling-water effluents from L-Reactor.

Implementation after restart occurs would impact between 730 and 1000 acrea
of previously affected wetlands and wetland habitat in the Steel Creek, Steel
Creek delta, and Savannah River floodplain. After the completion of the Par
Pond diversion, the wetlands in the Steel Creek and the Savannah River swamp
system would reinitiate a successional recovery.
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I.1.5 Other alternatives

1.1.5.1 Thermal cogeneration

Although a feasibility study of varioua cogeneration options
comnleted. it is anticipated that the most effective use of waste

has not been
heat would.. . .

involve utilizatlon of the reactor thermal effluent as a heat source. The use
of a Rankine cycle would cool the reactor thermal effluent from 71°C to 49”C.
However, three to five times the flow of reactor thermal effluent would be
required to cool the condenser in the Rankine cycle and would result in a tem-
perature Increase to 3° to 6°C to the ambient-temperature water used for cool-
ing. Thus, approximately 58 cubic meters per second of cooling water will be
discharged to Steel Creek at a temperature of about 49°C.

The temperature reduction of thermal effluent would probably be offset by
the increased flows and water fluctuation levels to Steel Creek from the Rankine
cycle coolant. The expected lee.a of wetlands would be significantly greater
than direct discharge due to the major increase in flow, flow fluctuations, and
increased sedimentation, rather than temperature effects.

The principal difference in the implementation of a thermal cogeneratlon
system using the Rankine cycle before or after L-Reactor restart would be the
ratea of vegetative mortality due to thermal effecte versus flow effects.

1.1.5.2 Low-head hydropower

The implementation of a low-head hydropower option either at the L-Reactor
outfall or below a 500-acre impoundment would not significantly alter wetland
effecte, as deecribed either for discharge to Steel Creek (Section I.1.1.’1)or
for direct discharge to a 500-acre lake (Section 1.1.3.2).

1.1.5.3 Modified reactor operation

The total heat load discharged into Steel Creek is a direct function of
reactor power. Therefore, power could, in cheery, bs limited to a level below
that achieved at normal operating limits to centrol this heat load. If the
power were reduced, cooling-water flow could also be set to reduce either the
total flow or the temperature of Steel Creek. This alternative could be used
in combination with other alternatives to reduce heat loading.

As power is reduced, the temperature (under extreme summer conditions) is
reduced from 80°C at the outfall at 2400 megawatts thermal to 71“C at 2000 mega-
watts thermal, to 53°C at 1200 megawatta thermal and to 40”C at 600 megawatts
thermal. Temperatures within the Steel Creek system are also affected by reac-
tOr Power levels. The temperature experiences at various locations below the
outfall are presented in Table 4-36.

Under generating levels of 600 megawatts thermal, 30”C is reached prior to
entry to the Savannah M“er. Further temperature reduction in the Savannah
River would require simultaneous reduction in power and flow (see Figure 4-2).
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This simultaneous reduction would increase the outfall temperatures higher than

those reported above and, therefore, offer little benefit to the upper portions

Of Steel Creek. Although some thermal mitigation is achieved in the swamp,
flooding, fl”ct”ating water levels and siltation impacts would still result
during periods of reduced power. Therefore, about 730 to 1000 acres of pre-
viously impacted wetlands that are beginning a successional recovery would again
be affected.

While low power operation is not practical for extended periods of time, it
can provide a means of meeting thermal limitations for short periods. The
Potential reduction of reactor power to reduce the cooling-water temperature is
directed at ensuring a sufficient zone of passage in the Savannah River. How-
ever, at reduced power, production effIciency would be reduced.

Under extreme meteorologiccal conditions, reducing power by a factor of four
could reduce the temperature of the effluent entering the swamp by about 10”c
and reduce the creek-to-river delta-T by about 3°C.

1.1.5.4 Fisheries management programs

The direct discharge of L-Reactor cooling water to Steel Creek with fish
management programs would essentially have the same wetland impacts as those
described in Section 1.1.1. Between 730 and 1000 acres of previously impacted
wetlands that are beginning a successional recovery would again be impacted.

No designs or site selection for an onsite hatchery facility and rearing
ponds have been mde . If a hatchery and rearing ponds were established onsite,
their construction would occur in upland areas or existing facilities would be
used. Therefore, the only impact to wetlands in addition to that from a direct
discharge would be the possible construction of an outfall from a wastewater
treatment lagoon that ndght be required for rearing-pond effluent.

The implementation of fish mnagement programs would provide a partial
replacement for the productivity of wetland habitat and Steel Creek and Savannah
River swamp spawning areas that would be lost due to the resumption of direct
discharge.

1.1.5.5 Protect similar wetlands

If available, a property comparable in size and wetlands value to the
impacted Steel Creek/swamp area could be designated on SRP or purchased and set
aside as a fisheries/wildlife preserve. Thermal discharges from L-Reactor could
reduce the spawning/rearing habitat currently utilized by fish species in the
Steel Creek/swamp system. Other creeks and associated wetlands with similar
spawning/rearinghabitat exist between the New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam and
the lower tidal reaches of the Savannah River. A large parcel of land (greater
than 1000 acres) would cost approximately $500 per acre.
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I.2 FLOODPLAINS

Several of the alternative cooling systems require the construction of dams
or structures in the floodplains of streams (Steel Creek, Pen Branch, Indian
Grave Branch, and Meyers Branch) on the Savannah River Plant. Because these
dama or structures must direct or use onsite streams to achieve a reduction in
thermal or flow effects, locating them outside the floodplain would not be
possible.

The construction and operation of dams or structures on SRP streams would,
to the mximum extent possible, avoid adverse impacts associated with the U.qe
and modification of the floodplain for the following reasons:

●

●

●

●

There would be nn appreciable modification of water levels or flow
regimes In offsite streams and rivers. Thus, the natural and beneficial
values of offsite floodplains would bs maintained.

If the onslte floodplains were flooded, the dams and structure would
not creete additional consequences to any emergency conditions.

Access to the Savannah River Plant is strictly controlled; no dwellings,
hospitals, schools, nursing homes, or other structures are located with-
in the floodplain. Thus, no individuals or private property would bs
affected.

No essential and irreplaceable records. utilities. and/or emeraencv.
services would be affected or lost in the event of flooding.

~-..—,

Impacts to water quality and ground water, archeological sites, wildlife
habitat, and other resource uses were described in Section 1.2 and in Section
4.4.2.
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APPENDIX J

SW RRACTOR SAFETY EVOLUTION*

INTRODUCTION

The Savannah River Plant reactors have operated for over 115 reactor years
without an incident of significant consequence to on or off–site pernonnel. The
reactor s~fety,,,postureincorporates a conservative, failure-tolerant design;
extenai~e.jadrginistrativecontrols carried out through detailed operating and
emergency.~itten procedures; and multiple engineered safety systems backed by
cmprehenaive safety analyaes, adapting through the years as operating experi-
ence, changes in reactor operational modes, equipwnt modernizatfon, and expe-
rience in the nuclear power industry suggested. Independent technical reviews
and audits as well as a strong,organizationalstructure also contribute to the
defense-in-depth safety posture. A complete review of safety history would dis-
cuss all & L.heabove contri.butor%,.and the interplay of roles. This appndix,
however, is l$mi”tedto .evolut.ioq,,o~,the engineered safety features and some of
the supportiq~ analyaee. ,.~..,,

The dis~~ssion of safety history is divided into finite periods of operat-
ing history fp.r,.preserva~onof historical perspective and ease of understanding
by the reader. Programs in progress are also included.

The accident at Three Mile Island was assessed for its safety implications
to SRP operation. Resulting recommendations and their current etatus are dis-
cussed separately at the end of the appendix.

suMMARY ,.

Operation of the Savannah River reactors began in 1953 with a conservative
design, automatic shutdown systems, and detailed written procedures. As reactor
safety technology advanC,edat Savannah River and in the U.S. nuclear industry,
ae modernized equipment (e.g., computers) kcame available, and as operating ex-
perience and comparison to industry standards suggested needs for change, proj-
acts were undertaken ,!,ou,p~qde aqd supplement existing safety systems.

j, . ... .
Confinement

Original control of airborne radioactive releases was by dispersion via a
tall stack. Confinement features were added beginning in 1960 to cope with the
very low probability accidents that could releaae radioactive materials. The
features include filtration of all the ventilating air leaving the reactor
building using moisture separators, particulate filters and halogen adaor~ra
(carbon).

*This apwndix, in its entirety, is derived from: Rankin, D.B., 1983. SRP
Reactor Safety Evolution, DPST-83-718, E. I. du Pent de Nemours and Cmpany ,—
Savannah ~ver Laboratory, Aiken, South Carolina.
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Emergency Cooling and Liquid Activity Contain~nt

The original design provided for emrgency manual addition of light wster
to the reactor core with retention of the water in a dedicated tank after it
leaves the building. Improved sources of light water and a common pressurized
addition header were added in the mid 60s. Automatic emrgency cooling was
provided beginning in 1973 with mny additional system improvements toward in-
creased reliability being made over the years. Larger contaminated water ra-
moval pumps and increaaed storage capacity were added beginning in 1973.

Computer Monitoring and Control

Safety of reactor operation was enhanced beginning in 1964 by computer
monitoring of critical process conditions and in 1970 by computer control of re-
actor operating and shutdown systems. Updated redundant control computers
replaced th,eoriginal ones in 1978 and redundant ‘“safety””computers were in-
stalled for assembly temperature and flow scram protection.

Automatic Emergency Shutdown

The original instrumentation provided numerous mnitoring circufts which
could actuate the safety rods to drop if prescribed limits were exceeded.
Safety rod system improvements over the yeara provided diverae relay logic and
paths for scram signala, utilizing both AC and DC power sources. A backup shut-
down system, the Supplementary Safety System, waa added in 1957 to provide for
manual injection of a liquid neutron poison in the event the safety rods failed
to drop. The Gang temperature vnnitor automated this system in 1974 to be actu-
ated upon sensing of very high temperatures. The Safety Computers were pro-
grammed &ginning in 1979 to bsck up scrams with SSS actuation, providing pro-
tection for all postulated transients.

Seismic Protection

Seismic scram protection was provided in 1955. As a result of earthquake
and building structural analyses, seismic bracing was added beginning in 1976 to
protect the susceptible building structures and emergency cooling system piping
from postulated credible earthquakes.

Fue1 Handling

Fuel handling operations improve~nts in the late 70s and 80s have equipped
the charge and discharge machines with computer positioning and mislead protec-
tion as well as aasembly identification capability. Automstic cooling for all
irradiated assemblies was provided to the discharge mchines.

Programs In Progresa

Programs are currently in progress to asseas possible improvements to the

confinement system, emergency cooling ayatem and fuel handling equipmnt and to
provide additional seismic analyses for critical svstems. In addition. Savannah
River Laboratory performs conti~uing research
reactor safety. And their detailed review of
vides a strong independent safety overview as
COntrOl Procedures.
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In addition. an extensive DroEram ia currently in effect to incorporate
lessons learned ~rom the Three Mil~ Island acciden~ into the SRP reactor safety
features. Numerous changes have been incorporated into the SRP operations and
others are in progress related to this program. Computerized diagnosis of mul:
tiple alarm situations and availability mnitoring of critical equipment are two
of the program in progreaa.

Figure J-1 presents safety milestones from initial startup to present.

DISCUSSION

1953-1960

The original design concept of the SRP reactors envisioned the prevention
of accidents by backup equipment, comprehensive instrumentation, detailed
written procedures, well-trained personnel and strong technical backup. Addi-
tional safeguards were provided by an isolated site to protect neighboring
people, by reactor buildings designed to resist pressures from external blasts,
and by exhausting the building air through a high stack for increased dispersion
of hazardoua airborne contamination. ,.

The earliest formal safety analysis report for SRP reactors was issued in
April 1“953;inherent’reactor hazards and postulated accident scenarios were dis-
cussed and the initial facility design featurea protective of such accidents and
mitigative of the consequences were presented.

Original design features directly related to reactor safety (and maintained
in similar form to Dresent) are listed below. These formed the “’building
blocks’”for later irnprovementa.

● Safety rod system - Sixty-six cadmium aafety rods (79 in C-Reactor) are
provided in l-inch positions interstitial to fuel positions.throughout
the reactor. The rods are suspended just above the reactor core and
will reach their full IN position and shut down the chain reaction about
1 second after a scram demand signal. Original circuits capable of
initiating safety rod (scram) action.are diacuased later.

●

I

Control rod system’- Sixty-one control rod bundles (73 In C-Reactor),
houalng seven control rods each, occupy 4-inch lattice positions in the
central portions of the reactor. A combination in each bundle of
half-length and full-length (effective portions) rods provides for
detailed axial and radial flux control, thus minimizing hot spots and
the resultant challenge to aasembly cladding and providing for overall
power optimization. The control rods are capable of shutting down the
reactor and maintaining it subcritical, independent of the safety rods.

Cooling system - 6 DzO coolant pumps powered by 3000 HP a.c. motors
and backed up by 120 HP d.c. motors originally provided the capability
of circulating about 78,000 gpm of aasembly coolant. The online (via
gear reducers) d.c. motors provided 24,000 gpm capability to remove
shutdown decay heat. About 67,000 gpm of Savannah River water provided
cooling for the primary loop (D20) through 6 heat exchangers.
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Figure J-1. Reactor eefety milaatonaa.
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●

●

Shielding - More &dicated to personnel safety than reactor safety, top,
bottom and thermal circulating deionized water shields were provided for
radiation shielding and removal of heat from neutron and gamma attenua-
tion. Seven feet of concrete immediately surround the thermal shield.
The walls, floora, and ceilings of the pump rooms, motor rooms, and heat
exchanger rooms are constructed with a minimum of 4 ft of concrete for
shielding.

Instrumentation – Instruments primarily concerned with reactor safety
are those that monitor neutron flux in the reactor and cooling system
parameters such as activity, temperature and pressure at various points
in the system. The original “action-oriented” instrumentation was
divided into 4 modes:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Scram I - energized the safety and control systems, causing reactor
shutdown within about 1 second.

Scram II - energized the scram circuit on the control rod system
only, causing reactor shutdown within about 2 minutes. More rapid
shutdown was not deemed necessary for these events to justify the
thermal transient caused by safety rod action.

Reversal - caused control rods to b driven into the reactor in the
normal sequencing pattern. This slow reduction in power allowed
time for correction of less threatening problems with possible re-
turn to standard operation without shutdown.

Annunciators - provided audible and visual indication of abnormal
signals. Items causing scram or reversal action as well as numer-
ous process variables were annunciated.

Original items monitored for scram andlor reversal action included:

Neutron flux level
Reactor period
Temperature of D20 effluent from assemblies
D20 plenum pressure
D~o pump motor failure
Heat exchanger H20 cooling water flow low

Shield flow low

Fuel Handling

A charge machine is provided to charge fuel from the aseembly area
presentation point to the reactor; the discharge machine removes heat-
generating irradiated assemblies from the reactor and transports them to
the disassembly area canal. All operations are conducted in air. The
charge and discharge mchines and associated equipment were provided
several eafety features to prevent erroneous loading and irradiated as-
sembly overheating. Protection included:

(1) Redundancy of charge and discharge cranes to k able to handle one
another’s functions.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Ability to discharge housing (with
ing of an assembly occur.

D20 and H20 coolant supplies to an
quired longer than 2 minutes.

asaembly) quickly should stick-

aasembly if diacharge re-

Protection against charging to a position already filled.

Anti-collision devices for the machines.

Remote position indicators to operators in the crane control room.

Accidents Considered

The 1953 safety analyses hypothesized two basic accidents: 1) a “’boiling
accident” caused by complete stoppage of DZO and HzO flow by external forces
(e.g., earthquake) and 2) a prompt criticality. Offsite doses were calculated
to be less than the lethal rsnge for the boiling accident with 10% fission prod-
uct inventory release. At that time, no credible mechanism for a prompt criti-
cality was determined to exist. Accident scenarios considered for dose calcula-
tion were expanded by 1956 to include fuel loading errore, the loss of D20
circulation accident by syetem failures, and prompt criticality from startup
accidents. Maximum offsite dose from the loss-of-circulation accident were cal-
culated to be in the lethal range.

Administrative Controls

In addition to safety circuits and systems provided in the original facil-
ity, a aet of detailed written operating instruction governed each step in the
process of charging, startup, operation, shutdown and discharge of the reactor.
Emergency procedures were provided to respond to conditions necessitating a
reactor shutdown. Technical Standards, based on Technical Manual specifica-
tione, prescribed limits of operation. Test Authorizations were provided for

any changea in operating mode.

Emergency Cooling

In response to postulated loss of D20 flow incidents, a system was pro-
vided for manual addition of H20 to the reactor. Cooling water lines were
provided, with manual activation through remotely operable gate valves.

Seismic

A seismic scram circuit
the event of an earthquake.

Backup Shutdown Systems

was installed in 1955 to ensure reactor shutdown in

The original safety feature for terminating a power transient if the safety
rod system failed was via a moderator dump to dedicated storage tanks. Mcnual
actuation of H20 additi~~ following the moderator dump would have provided for

decay heat removal. The Supplementary Safety System was installed in 1957 to
provide for manual reactor shutdom via a liquid neutron poison injection should
the safety rods fail to drop during a power rise transient.
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The year 1958 was a significant one in both production-oriented facility
changes and increased safety effort. New, larger D20 pumps were installed to
increase flow capacity to about 150,000 gpm. An additional heat exchanger was
installed in each of the pumping systems in parallel with the existing ex-
changer. The resultant reactor power increaae (to approximately 2000 M)
brought higher individual assembly powers and reactor fission product inventory
and thus increased concerns on reactor safety issues. Accidents considered in-
creased to include power surge mechanisms, the “cold-water accident” because of
the negative temperature coeffIcient, loss of coolant, and single assembly melt-
ing during operation or discharge. Technical studies produced limits on the
heat flux of individual assemblies to prevent cladding ‘“burnout.“ Tests wsre
proposed to determine the disposition of melted fuel; and reactor containment
was first considered.

Fuel Handling

In 1955, primary operations of the charge and discharge machines were pro-
vided with the capability
operations without manual
significantly reduced the
system reliability.

to automatically sequence through most steps in the
input after each step. This “auto cycle” feature
amount of operator input necessary and thus increased

External Review

An integral part of the Sp.psafety philosophy Is review by external techni-
cal experts. The Atomic Energy Commission Advisory Comittee on Reactor Safe-
guards (ACRS) performed an extensive review in 1958 and concluded:

“The buildings in which the SR reactors are housed do not possess any
Siwif icant containment features, such as those now being provided for
power reactors located in more populated areas. In the event of a
serious accident that would breach the reactor tank and shield, the
building shell in itself could not be expected to provide a third line
of defense of any consequence on restraining the volatile fission
products.“’

It was recommended “that the Du Pent Company explore alternative paths
toward obtaining a higher degree of confinement that is now in effeet.”

The combination of internal and external review led to a significant in-
crease in safety studies. Primary proposals for partial containment included
building sealing and

Confinement System

exhaust air filtration.

1960-1965

Containment of fuel melt releasea continued to dominate the safety con-
siderations during the early 60s. In 1960-1961, a major improvement project
provided moisture separators, particulate filters, and halogen adaorbers (car-
bon) in the process area ventilation exhaust stream to remove airborne contami-
nation, particularly 1131. A backup motor with independent power supply was
added to each exhaust fan. Figure J–2 shows the ventilationfconfinement system
arrangement. The reactor room and process areas were sealed to minimize leakage
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outside the confine~nt path. The improved system was expected to retain 99% of
reIeased partic”Iate activity and 99.9% of the halogena.

ECS—

The emergency cooling system received considerable upgrade in 1962-1963.
Light water addition lines were tied together by a common “cross-tie header” to
facilitate maintaining a pressurized line for monitoring system availability.
Piping was redesigned to provide addition through either the top addition or the
bottom addition. Subwrsible addition valves (89-299 series) were installed to
msintain addition capability should the -20 ft, -40 ft building area flood. And
the booster pump was added to increase the source flow capability and number of
sources of light water.

The Remote Detection and Control (REDAC) system was provided to te able to
monitor system paramters remotely and add light water if necessary after an
area evacuation was required. Also, a 50-million gallon earthen basin was pro-
vided to contain contaminated water that would result from a leas of cooling or
loss of circulation accident tith ECS actuation.

Computers

Rsactor mnitoring and consequently safety was enhanced in 1964 by provid-
ing computer monitoring of critical process conditions. A GE-412 computer was
installed in each control room for improved reactor temperature mnnltoring, cal-
culation of the proximity to cladding burnout and better operating analysis.
The computers were provided with control rod reversal capability if assembly
operating temperatures increased to 1“C above prescribed thermal-hydraulic oper-
ating temperature limits. This re~rsal capacity prevented minor excursions
from reaching the point where scram circuits were challenged.

Fuel Randling

A spray system was added to the reactor room in 1962 for cooling an ir-
radiated assembly if dropped on the floor during discharge operations. The sys-
tem consists of a header with 12 groups of fixed spray nozzles mounted on the
reactor room wall. The spray pattern from the nozzles covers the area traversed
by the discharge machine.

&ny improvements were added to the charge and discharge machines in 1963.
The ability to separately hold (chuck) both components of an assembly having
separately dischargeable components (“double chucking’”)and a sleew to hold
down one while discharging the other were added. These features &creased the
possibility of dropping components or of discharging one unintentionally with
the other.

Emergency cooling for assemblies during discharge was enhanced by providing
automatic sequencing to the secondary source if the primary source fails. Also,
the distribution of flow to an assembly was improved by providing a better path
into the top of the assembly.

An emergency shear was provided for cutting off the top portion of failed
assemblies to facilitate enclosure in a failed assembly container (RARF).
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Electrical Distribution System

The original SUPPlY of power to building equipmnt was distributed from
four transfornu?rrooms located within the reactor building. A fifth distribu-
tion station, known as the containment substation, was added in the early 60s
and placed above ground level outside the building. This station will provide
power to critical equiprcentin the event that flooding of the bslow-grade ele-
vation disables the normal supply.

Ceneral

The number and ty~ of accidenta analyzed was expanded during this period
to include anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). As a result, reactor
operating restrictions on temperature and power were imposed in 1964. The
radial power mnitora (RPMs) were installed to provide scram protection for
cluster (group of 6) and gang (group of clusters) temperature increaaes. And
the maximum control rod drivea apeed waa reduced to limit the power Increaae
from a rod driveout accident. Explosive valves were added to the ink injection
system to increase the reliability and speed of injection should the safety rods
fail to drop.

Reactor power wae increaaed several hundred MU in 1963 when operation with
5 PSIG blanket gaa were eatabliahed. R-Reactor operation was discontinued in
1964 due to reduced product detnand.

1965-1970

ECS—

In 1967, the bottom addition system was moved so that three ayatems now had
addition capability. This increaaed capacity was designed to litit core damage
to less than 1% for tha worst-case loss of coolant accident as well aa to pro-
vfde additional redundancy. Also, it was recognized that the cold H20 which
the ECS would add to the reactor could produce, for current charges, a positivs
reactivity tranaient which may override the effect of safety rod insertion. So
a 20,000 gallon storage header waa added in line with the croaatie header and
filled with a neutron poison solution (2% polyborate), sufficient to preclude a
positive reactivity transient from either neceaaary or unwanted ECS actuation.

Seismic

The blaat criteria used in the original daaign did not necessarily provide
for the effects of earthquakes. The buildings were very resistant to external
forces but their response to dynatic effects was not specifically analyzed at
the tim of the original design. The reactor building structures were analyzed
in 1969 for their response to seiadc criteria developed by Dr. Ceorge Houaner
of the California Institute of Technology. The structural analyaia was made by
John A. Bluw and Associates of San Francisco. These independent consultants
recommended a set of seismic criteria for the design and analysis of retrofitted
SRP facilities. Reactor area buildings and associated systems and equipmnt
ware then claasified according to their required seismic resistance. The clas-
sification applies to those features of each svstem that are essential to pro-
tect the
remedial

public health and ssfety. The result: of the studies concluded that
strengthening of the actuator towers and exhaust stacks was necessary
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to comply tith the criteria.
report. Process water piping
tic stresses.

Other

Because the SRP reactors

Resultant projects are discussed later in this
waa determined to & adequately resistant to seis-

operated before formalized nuclear industry guidea
and standards existed, building design and construction did not necessarily con-
follnto the lster criteria. The first comprehensive, docu~nted cnmpariaon of
SRP reactora to licensed reactors was issued in 1967 after the ARC had issued a
eet of 70 criteria for licensees. Exact comparison with the criteria were made
where system characteristic were similar; where exact comparison was not prac-
tical, an effort was made to.define the intent of the ‘criteriawith respect to
the SRP facilities and discuss compliance as appropriate. It was concluded
“that the 55P reactors ueet the overall intent of the 70 Criteria and, in mst
caaes, meet the literally interpreted criteria.”

L-Reactor operation was discontinued in 1968 due to decreased product
demand.

1970-1975

Confinement System

A new carbon test facility was placed in operation for evaluating aging
effects on carbon and other filter components.

ECS—

Isolation valves were installed (1973 in P and K, 1974 in C) in each of
four ECU sources converging into tbe common polyborate storage header. This

the

isolation limits the voluue of water available to the storage header to prevsnt
f100ding of D20 pump umtors in the event of header failure. Such a failure
without.isolation would both produce the need for ECW addition and defeat the
protection. The isolation valves are normally closed and would be opened auto-
matically upon ECS actuation.

Also to preclude flooding of circulating pump motors from any cooling water
leak or ECS actuation, four new sump pumps (2 rated at 4500 gpm; 2 at 2500 gpm)
were installed in 1975 to replace the original pair of 2000-gpm pumps. The
2500-gpm pumps are submersible. The total 14,000 gpm removal capacity is ca-
pable of removing all ECS water even if all three addition systems were on-line’.

A new hydro-starter was installed on the booster pump (one of the four ECW
sources) after a history of minor starting problems. The original electric
starter was maintained as a backup.

Remote start capability for the main cooling water pumps was provided to
the central control room in 1973. These pumps could originally be shut off
remotely to control a large cooling water leak. This ability to start the pumps
provided greater assurance of ECW supPly if light water addition were necessary
during reactor shutdown while some of the pumps were off-line.
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Thirty-six inch high dams were installed in the -40 ft level between the
pump room and rotor rooms in 1973-1974 to prevent a DZO leak with ECS actua-
tion from causing flooding of the D20 pump motors. A one-way (motor roorn-to-
pump room) gate was installed in the dam to allow flow from a postulated cooling
water line break to reach the pump room sump pumps and take advantage of their
removal capacity. The gate capacity was designed to match the sump pump
capacity.

Automatic Incident Action

The capability for light water addition in the event of a large D20 leak
was automated baglnning in 1973. The M-2 Automatic Incident Actuation (AIA)
consoles contain electronic logic circuitry which utilizes two-out-of-three vote
logic from in-reactor level sensors to determine the need for ECS actuation.
Three types of liquid-level sensors, including abaolute-pressure sensors, dif-
ferential-pressure sensors, and conductivity cells, are used to provide protec-
tion from common mode or common cause sensor failure mechanism. The system is
self-bypassed for leaks of less than 1800 gpm.

System functions initiated by Incident Action
following:

●

●

●

●

An

Starting of the booster pump

Opening of all ECW header isolation valvea
top addition systems

Energizing of bottom addition supply valve
control

originally included the

and supply valvea for the two

circuitry to open on level

Set up of the ventilationlconfinement system for optimum effectiveness

interlock circuit was added in 1974-1975 to provide automatic closure of
rotovalves (to prevent backflow of ECW through heat exchanger) in the two top
addition ayatem.

Roll Anchor Modification

An analyais of emergency cooling water
strengthening of the roll anchor stands for

hydraulic forces indicated that
the plenum inlet lines was required

in the three-reactor areaa. If ECS water were added to a full reactor tank
through both top addition systems concurrently, the pressure generated under the
top shield could have caused failure of the roll anchors. Roll anchor modifica-
tions were completed about 1975.

Cnmputers

Ouring 1970-1971, the online computers were modified to perform closed-loop
control of the reactors in addition to the monitoring and rod reversal func-
tions. Direct control was accomplished by adjusting control rod settings with
stepping motors to control overall power level and selectively move rods for
moat effective power generation within the varioua reactor regions. The GE-412
COrnputersremained online 99% of the time and controlled pCIWeraSCe~SiO~ and
level power as well aa radial and axial flux shapea.
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Backup Shutdown System

Supplementary Safety System

Piping modifications were made to reduce the SSS reeponse time (time
interval between system actuation and arrival of gadolinium nitrate “ink” in the
reactor). The modifications reduced the response time from 6 seconds to O.7
seconds. Replacement of all SSS explosive valvea with an improved design
increased system reliability.

Automatic Backup Shutdown

The first of the Automatic Backup Shutdown (ABS) systems was installed in
1974 and called the Gang Temperature Monitor (GTM). The GTM is completely in-
dependent of the safety rod ahutdnwn system. It actuates the SSS to inject
gadolinium nitrate into the reactor tank when the coolant effluent temperatures
of selected ~sembliea exceed prescribed lidts. Specific incidents for which
the ABS-GTM can provide protection are the gang (control) rod withdrawal and the
total loss of AC pumping power without scram. The ABS-GTM provides a diverse
reactor shutdown channel, and therefore, increases the overall reliability of
reactor shutdown protection. No mechanism has been identified that could cause
a common mode failure of both the safety rod and ABS GTN systems.

Seismic

The large process heat exchanger are mounted on railroad-car-type wheels
and were recognized as susceptible to movement from seismic activity. The ex-
changers were braced in 1974 to preclude such movement which could damge the
attached cooling or process water piping.

1975-1980

tinfinement System

Type Gx-176 coimpregnated (potassium iodide and triethylene diamine (IEDA))
carbon was installed in all three reactnr confinement systems in 1976 to replace
Type 416 unimpregnated carbon. Type GX-176 carbon retains organic iodides
better than Type 416.

Studies begun in the early 1960s recognized the threat of overheating of
the carbon filters from airborne fission product particles in the event of
extensive core melting. Such overheating would seriously reduce the iodine-
retention capacity of the carbon and even cause resorption of the collected
iodine. The studies and possible solutions were refined through the years and
culminated in 1979 with installation of the Confinement Heat Removal (CHR) Sys-
tem. Tbe CHR system is designed to flood the building -40 ft level pump room
floor with water in the event of a full-core meltdown in which molten core
breaches the tank bottom and ia deposited on the floor. The water would main-
tain air temperatures low enough to prevent failure of the confinement system
filters. The water ia supplied from the disassembly basin through two redundant
pneumatic valvea. The system is manually actuated from a dedicated console in
the central control room when alarms indicate (1) both a large airborne activity
release and reactor tank bottom temperature greater than 232°C at one of three
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reactor positions where heat sensors are located or ( 2) temperatures greater

than 232° C at any two of the three reactor positions containing heat sensors.

The heat sensors are in dedicated monitor pins in three blanket (outer ring)
positions in the reactor.

The CRR system desire provides for both automtic
the pneumatic valves. I~it~ally, only the manual
Future plans call for activation of the automatic
are completed.

ECS.

mode

mode

and manual actuation of
was made operational.
after reliability studies

Prior to 1977, the river water supply line was considered the primary
source of emergency light water cooling supply because of its independence from
the 186 cooling water supply basin and pumps. However, flushing tests in 1977
identified significant debris (leaves, sticks, clams, etc.) which could become
lodged in reactor assembly flow channels and reduce the cooling capability. So
this line was valved off as a primary source and aasigned backup status. In
1978, the maintenance pressure for this line was reduced to 20 PSIG and the
source is available as a last choice if the booster pump and both cooling water
inlet headers fail.

The recognition of a debris problem prompted installation of a debris
strainer in the polyborate storage header common to all ECS supply sources. Two
redundanr.bypass check valves around the strainer are designed to open if debris
pluggage of the strainer causes the strainer delta P to exceed prescribed
limits.

Contaminated Water Storage Facilities

A 500,000 gallon storage tank and related piping were added to the
50,000,000 gallon contaminated water earthen storage basin beginning in 1979.
Following a loss of coolant or loss of circulation accident with ECS actuation
the first 60,000 gallons (approximate D20 system ~pacity) will now flow to
Building 106 and the next 500,000 gallons to the new storage tank which is
vented back through the building ventilation/confinemnt system. Any remaining
flow is diverted to the 50,000,000 gallon basin. These facilities assure that
all expected radioactive releases from credible accidents would be contained
within the filtered system. Figure J-3 shows the contaminated water removal
facilities.

Computers

Control Computers

The GE-412 process control computer in each area was replaced beginning in
1978 WIth two new Interdata-M70 computers (Reference 4). These computers, which
are currentlY in use, perform basically the same functions as the GE-412 (e.g.,
monitoring of process data and performing closed-loop control operations). The
two machines have identical capacity, but only one performs the primary func-
tions at a given tine; the other provides secondary data processing functions
while in a standby status. Either is capable of perforudng all required on-line
functions in the event one becomes unavailable.
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TEI Improvements over the GE-412 monitoring include:

(1) Faster scan Of temperature input signals (approximately 30 seconds
compared tO the previous five minute scan period).

(2) Monitoring continuity and continued control capability when one con-
trol system fails (only secondary data processing functions till be
interrupted).

(3) Improved input-output capability and more effective caumunication with
reactor operator through cathode ray tube (CRT) displays.

(4) Increased reliability (dual, redundant cmnputera and improved =thods
for both hardware and programming fault detectinn).

(5) Future applications (extra memory capacity for autoumtic alarm anal-
ysis and monitoring during reactor shutdown).

Safety Computers

In addition to the new prncess centrol cmputers, dual safety canputers
were installed in each area beginning in 1977 to provide scram protection from
low flow or high temperatures in reactor assemblies. Prior to this, scram pro-
tection for high temperature waa provided by the radial power monitor (RPM, in-
stalled 1964), which monitored the average temperature of groups of six assem-
blies versus prescribed scram setpoints. Flow protection had been provided by
the Flow Monitor, a pressure switch safety circuit which shut down the reactor
if any assembly monitor pin delta P dropped below prescribed setpoints. The
safety computers offered the following mj or improvements over the RPM and Flow
Monitor:

(1) Overtemwrature scram protection for all individual reactor positions
rather than only clusters in the central 60%.

(2) Rapid scan time. All temperatures are scanned each 0.36 second.
Flows are scanned each O.15 second.

(3) Reduced dependence on manual oprations such as setpoint adjustwnts
and instrument bypass.

(4) Ability to reject spurious signals,

(5) Increased reliability through dual redundant canputera, frequent in-
ternal operability testing, etc.

(6) Replacement of obsolete flow sensors and instrumentation.

(7) Future applications - capability for different levels of protective
action, such as liquid reactor poison injection in addition to safety
rod scram (ABS-SC, discussed below).
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Automtic Backup Sh”tdom lJsing Safety @mputers (ASS-SC)

Although the ABS-GTM provides diverse protection for certain anticipated
transients without safety rod scram action, it was recognized that faster time
response and more comprehensive protection was desired. The capability was
added to the safety computers &ginning in 1979 to back up tbe safety computer
scram relays and supplement the safety rod scram action with automatic injection
of the SSS poison (ink) if certain adverse conditions were detected. If reactor
aaaembly effluent temperature continue to increaae or do not decrease suffi-
ciently following scram initiation, ink will be injected. The system takes
advantage of the existing redundancy of the Safety Computers since each computer
can independently take ABS

An external review by
effectiveness of ABs-SC in
scram action.

action.

qualified consultants in the industry confirmed the
coping with anticipated transients without safety rod

Fuel Handling

The charge and discharge machines were equipped beginning in 1977 with com-
puterized positioning and fuel and target position identification. This greatly
reduced the possibility for inadvertent criticality which might be caused by
placing a fuel (235u) in a target (238u) position.

The assembly cooling system on the discharge machine was improved in 1978.
Two independent sources of u20 and two of H20 were provided with automatic
sequencing through their predescribed hierarchy. The supply for the sources waa
improved and in-line filters provided, and two methods of directing the water to
the top of tbe assembly were provided.. Monitoring of system flOws and pressures
was updated and expanded.

Seismic

Improve=nts were made beginning
for resistance to maximum predictable

in 1976 to meet the seismic requirements
earthquakes. Projects included:

1. Strengthening the base of the actuator towers

spring action of the supporting girders. The

the response of the tower to dynamic forces.

and eliminating the
spring action increases

2. Strengthening the building exhaust stack.

3. Improving the lateral support for the emergency cooling system (ECS)
piping and the supplewntary safety system (SSS) piping.

19B0-1983

ECS—

Beglnnlng in 1981, the bottom
dition system. Addition valves in
design.

addition ayatem was converted to a top ad-
each area were updated to a uure reliable
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Automatic Backup Shutdown

ABS-SC protection waa expanded in 1982 to provide for backup ink injection
for all scram circuits. New digital inputs Ihform the computers of the current
status (bypaaaed, online, ‘actuated)of all other safety circuit relaya. Nhen
any safety circuit calla for scram action, “thesafety computers back up the sig-
nal using their own “echo scram” relaya. Then an imediate aaaeaament of reac-
tor temperature conditions determines if ink injection la required to achieve
sufficient reactor shutdown.

Uninterruptible Power Supplies for Scram Circuits

Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) were provided to all scram circuits in
1982 and to the Safety Computers (including ABS logic) in 1983. The upS will
maintain the computers and scram circuits online a minimum of 5 minutes follow-
ing loaa of all offsite power.

Fuel Randling

The chuck fingers on the machinea were lengthened in 1981 to aaaure the
aaaembly would be held in the mast if the chuck releaaed the asaembly and it
rested on the rinse water collection pan beneath it.

A computer system waa added in 1982 to control the order nf charging of the
asaembliea, further eliminating mnual input and increasing protection againat
criticality from miaload errors.

Seismic

A weld examination program waa completed in 1983 tn eatabliah the quality
of carbon steel piping welds in the cooling water and ECS ayatems. Samplea from
over 100 welds in the L-Area eyatem piping were destructively examined and quan-
titatively characterized ae to quality. Also, a large number of additional
welds were radiographed and inspected by an outaide consultant. The analysea
concluded that the quality of the welds in these systems meets the structural
requirements of a deai~ basis earthquake.

Studies in Prngreaa

Confinement

The program toward continuous study of improved confinement of radioactive
releases includes efforta in several areas:

● Experiments are in progress to determine the effectiveness and feasibil-
ity of using solid absorbents (mordenitea, zeolitea) for adsorption of
noble gaaes. The program to aaaess technical feasibility and economic
practicality continues with high priority.

● Fuel melt experiments with irradiated SRP fuel samples are planned. The
goal is better characterization of the source term to be expected from a

fuel melt accident; analyaea of the Three Mile Iala”d damged core Mte-
rial s“ggeat the current aaeumptiona may be vaatly overconservative. An
improved source term may greatly reduce offsite dose expectation.
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● Studies are continuing to evaluate several confinement/containment sys-
tem design alternatives. Coat estimates and measures of effectiveness
are being developed for tall stacks, internal building containment, a
containment dome, and a system for temporary holdup of airborne contami-
nation to allow for decay of ehort-lived products befnre,filtration/
release.

ECS—

The primary design basis accidents for the ECS are.the very large cooling
water or process water leaks or the loss of D20 circulation. Concepts are now
being developed for coping with amsller leaks which may propagate to a need for
ECS actuation. Ideas include increased D20 makeup capacity or collection and
recirculation of the D20 leakage. Recirculation of the leakage and/or ECS
water back to the reactor inlet lines would reduce the amount of contaminated
water which exits the building and provide a non-exhaustive supply of cooling.
water.

A second bnoster pump has been prnpoaed and basic data written to provide
an improved source of ECS water.

Fuel Handling

Two safety improvements packages for the charge and discharge machines are
scheduled for installation in 1983-1985. The projects till provide:

●

●

●

●

●

●

Expanded cnmputer control of C&D operations

A directable spray nozzle for cooling a dropped assembly

Closed circuit television camara monitoring tn
tion of C&D operations

Improved supply of power for the machines with
ties for the moving cable system

Assembly temperature monitoring capability

enhance visual observa-

better handling facili-

Better personnel access to the machines and controls to facilitate
routine or emergency maintenance

Seismic

Studies to date have provided seismic analyses of and nacessary bracing for
important systems and building structures. A continuing program is in progress
to:

●

9

Complete assessments of the overall integrity of the CW, PW, and ECS
piping with respect to weld and pipe failure characteristics

Complete a stress analysis of the piping systems to dsfine maximum
points of stress and magnitudes during a design basis earthquake
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● Define the spectrum of piping leaka and consequences thereof

● Eatabllah acceptability banda for seismic safety mrgina

● Estimate seismic risk

● Retrofit bracing, etc., if necessary to bring risks within acceptable
range

Three Mile Island Followup

The March 28, 1979, accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) had significant
implications for nuclear power generating facilities. Because the SRP reactora
are operated at eaaentially atmospheric preasurea, and because of the abaence of
the auxiliary ayatems for electric power generation, a similar incident is not
poaaible at Savannah River. However, there are many lessons to be learned in
the areas of operator response, technical personnel availabilityy, instrumenta-
tion adequacy, and accident propagation. To take advantage of any possible les-
sons, a committee waa formed on April 4, 1979,“to asaess implications of the TMI
incident for SRP operations. Recommendations were formulated for any changea in
operation or improvement programa indicated by lessons apparent from the TMI ex-
perience. Three areaa in which changes were indicated are discuaaed below along
with the statue of each.

Technical

The TMI implications for the technical arena were aasessed by SRL and SRP
personnel and led to acceleration of major projects already being developed in
the areas of alarm diagnosia and system availability monitoring. Other changes
of less magnitude are alao discussed below.

Diagnoaia of Multiple Alarms (DMA)

The Diagnosia of Multiple Alarms (DM.4)system ia a pioneering application
of computer-baaed diagnoais of malfunctions in operation. This system, devel-
oped at SRL-SRP, ia designed to aid operatora in managing abnorml reactor con-
ditions by automatically analyzing pattema of alarma and sensor inputs. During
1982, the installation of the Dt.L4system was completed in all SRF reactors.
Work on this system ia continuing with the development of closed-circuit tele-
vision syateme to make possible visual recognition and asaeesment of leake In
reactor cooling systems. Four cameras are currently installed for evaluation in
the P-Reactor process areaa.

The heart of the D~ system”is the alarm logic tree. These are similar to
fault-trees developed in proceaa hazard analyais work. Simple alarm trees de-
fine the general problem. More complex alarm treea pinpoint the location within
the plant. There are currently 45 logic treee to recognize conditions that
could lead to the loss-of-coolant or loss-of-circulation accidents. Any diagno-
sis is displayed on a large television in the control room. The message defines
the root cauae of the alarma and identifies the correct emergency procedure to
be used.
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Essential Equipment Monitor (EEM)

Also &ginning in 1982, the Essential Equipment Monitor (EEM) was installed
in all areas. The EEM will continuously monitor ECS valves and other essential
equipunt and give an imwdiate indication of a n!ajorityof electrical fail-
ures. A programmable controller in the central control room will scan fault
sensing circuits and initiate an alarm for such failures as an open or bad con-
nection, leas of ground, short to ground, or 10SB of voltage. EEM monitoring
wiIl significantly decreaae critical equipwnt unavailability from these common
electrical problems and help ensure compliance with operating requirements. The
system ia in a test mde in all three operating reactors and will be mde opera-
tional when checkout and procedures for response to alarm are complete.

Postaccident Monitoring

In response to review of postaccident monitoring adequacy, a project was
authorized to provide radiation mnftoring equipment with increaaed mnitoring
range and life expectancy. Such monitoring upgrade is being provided for both
airborne and liquid effluent streams uncler accident conditions. Assessmnt of
confinement system seals indicates sufficient radiation tolerance for system
function for extended accident conditions.

Postaccident monitoring and control improvements also include:

● The reactor remote control facilities are scheduled for computerization
and upgrade. Control of an evacuated reactor area will k possible from
tbe existing remote facility aa well as from another reactor control
room.

c Evacuation signals for reactor buildings are being improved by upgrade
of area communications systems. Work is complete in 2 of the 3 operat-
ing areas.

Other

Other items included in the technical/design area are:

● Concepts have been documented and are currently being evaluated for im-
proving the ECS design to better cope with small leaks which my prop-
agate to accident conditions. A small flow rate light water addition
system or increased D20 makeup are being considered.

● A preliminary report on mchanism to retain noble gasea from a fuel
melt release has been issued. The alternatives are being evaluated in
terms of coat and benefit.

● A probabilistic risk asseaament (PRA) ia being conducted for the reactor
safety systems to extend earlier analyses of risks vsrsus all postulated
accidents. An outaide contractor has begun work on a systematic analy-
sis of the electric power system and other systernsanalyses will follow.
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Many TMI-related technical analyses were completed with nn resultant action
deemed necessary. Studies continue on various other subjects and status is
formally reported to DOE-SR periodically.

Training

Assessment of the Reactor Department training program revealed inadequate
documentation of the training methods, material covered, and program format. A
detailed description was subsequently written entitled “Reactnrs Personnel
Selection, Qualification and Training Manual.” Many parts of the training pro-

gram have been strengthened as a result of the assessment and are described in
the Training Manual.

● Position titles, job descriptions, and responsibilities are well defined
and understood.

● Level of knowledge requirements were established and detailed for all
certified personnel training and retraining programs.

● Specific taaks and training requirements for certified operators and
supervisors are being delineated through POSITION TASK ANALYSES per-
formed by an independent contractor. The Training Manual wi11 include
qualification and training requirements identified by these analyses.

● Realistic accident scenarios were developed and documented in training
material.

● Procedure writer qualification were established and included in the
manual.

In addition to the btter definition and documentation of the training pro-
gram several other changea are being effected:

● A fifth operating shift was effectively established by providing ad-
ditional operationa staffing to allow certified personnel to be relieved
for continued training and recertification.

● The training period was lengthened from 9 months to 1 year to facilitate
additional classroom training and control room experience.

● An independent certification board was established to review each npera-
tor or supervisor candidate. The board of SKL and SRP technical person-
nel will review the program and oral and written examination performance
to accept or reject the candidate.

Simulator

The moat significant addition to the Reactor Department training program
will be the building of a reactor control room simulator. An experienced out-
side contractor, Singer-Link, is developing the computer models necessary to
provide real-time fnatr”ment response to a variety of postulated accidents . A

full-size replica of the K-Reactor central control room will be provided. The
control room will lnok, respond, and sound like the K-Reactor control room.
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All controls, Instruments, and alarms that could be involved in significsnt
training exercises will be interactive with the computer complex. The few con-
trols, instruments, and alarms that are not interactive with the computer com-
plex will appear normal to the operators.

Moat of the instruments in the control room will be simulated in a manner
to appear real to the operator,‘but internally will be designed or modified to
b compatible with a standard aet of drive signals developed for the simulator
cOmputer complex. The control and safety computers will be stimulated (receive
the same signals aa they do in a real control room) so that future control and
safety computer software changes can bs implemented in the simulator more
easily.

The simulator is expected to be operational by 1985.

Programmatic

Procedures Upgrade

Numerous deficiencies identified in procedure format and standardization
resulted in Increasing the procedure writer staff three-fold to expedite im-
provements. Item being addressed include:

● All operating, emergency, and master control procedures were reviewed
for relationship to or implications from the TMI experience.

● All procedures are being converted to a standard format to facilitate
usage, revisions, and training. This effort is more than 80% complete.

● Bases sheets for all emergency procedures are being developed or
to provide reference documentation of basic concepts and logic.

Quality Assurance

updated

The Savannah River Quality Assurance (QA) program has been formally dncu-
mented and implementation continues at a rapid pace. Reactor programs have been
affected in several mxjor areas:

●

●

●

Training in basic QA principles and programs were incorporated into all
reactor supervisory training and retraining coureea.

A formal program was implemented to incorporate QA requirements into
operating procedures. The system consists of a QA assessment and devel-
opment of detailed ActIon Plans based on the results. The Action Plans
are implemented through normal procedures. Assessment of existing reac-
tor facilities is complete. Resultant procedure upgrade ia about 80%
complete.

Surveillance of reactor operating procedures by an independent QA group
was increased. Fifteen audits were conducted by the SRp QA Department
(wholly independent of operational responsibilityy) fn 1982. Audits in-
cluded effectivity of compliance to established written procedures as
well as determination nf whether findings were generic or isolated.
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Other

Other progratiatic changes effected since the (TMI) review began include:

Reactor Incident report reviews were incorporated as a mandatory part of
the continued training for certified reactor supervisors and operators.
Lessons learned from each incident are reviewed with maintenance, opera-
tions, and engineering personnel as appropriate.

Shift checklists were converted to reactor procedures and formalized
procedures for shift turnover were provided.

A document is being prepared to provide plantwide standardization of
tool calibration requirements. Tools will be calibrated proportional to
need aa determined by frequency, precision, and tolerance demands.

The commitment of Du Pent to the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable)
radiation dose reduction program is being documented. The document de-
scribes drills used aa part of the radiological controls and the program
for conducting internal audits.

The Maintenance Information and Control (MIAC) system was upgraded to
ensure batter control of equipment availability and to improve the
ability to detect equipment performance trends.
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APPENDIX K

SCOPING COMMENTS

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and the Energy
and Water Appropriations Act, 1984, Public Law 98-50, the Department of Energy
(DOE) initiated the preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS) on
the proposed restart of L-Reactor on an expedited schedule. A Notice of Intent
(NOL) was published in the Federal Register on July 19, 1983. The NOI announced
(1) a 22-day scoping period, inviting comments on a proposed scope for the EIS,
and (2) four scoping meetings to bs held in two cities in South Carolina and two
cities in Georgia to receive oral comments.

By August 14, 1983 (the scoping period officially closed on August 10,
1983), 27 individuals had offered oral comments at the scoping meetings, saveral
on bshalf of organizations. Written comments were received from 27 individuals
and organizations, 12 of which were written copies of oral testimony. DOE has
considered late comments to the extent practicable.

More than 270 separate comments and recommendation were expressed in the
scoping comments. This appendix identifies and discusses the areas of interest
expressed by the commentors; annotated copies of transcripts and letters respond
to each point. In addition to environmental issues, a number of comments deal
with procedural and administrative concerns. This appendix also includes tran-
scripts of the statements and copies of the written letters.

Table K-1 lists scoping topics raised in the cormnentsand recommendations,
and presents a cross-index of the sections in the EIS that address these topics.

Tables K-2 and K-3 list the speakers who provided statements and their
oral statements, respectively. Tables K-4 and K-5 list authors of scoping
letters end their letters, respectively. Tables K-3 and K-5 are also annotated
with references to EIS sections where a subject is addresaed, or with statements
that present WE’s rasponse to a comment or recommendation.

Copies of the oral statements and scoping letters are available for public
inspection at the DOE Public Reading Room, 211 York Street, NE, Aiken, South
Carolina. Copies are also available for public inspection at the following
locatione:

Freedom of Information Keading U.S. Department of Energy
born 211 York Street, NW

Room lE-190 Federal Building,
U.S. Department of Energy Aiken, South Carolina 29801
Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Augusta Regional Library Warren C. Gibbs Memorial
902 Greene Street 326 Nnrth Ss1 Alr Rnad
Augusta, Georgia 30901 Evans, Georgia 30809
(404) 724-1871 (404) 863-1946

Library
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Burke County Library

Fourth Street

Waynesboro, Georgia 30830
(404) 554-3277

Statesboro Regional Library
124 South Main Street
Statesboro, Georgia 30458
(912) 764-7573

Atlanta Public Library
1 Margaret Mitchell, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 688-4636

Richland County Public Library
1400 Sumter Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
(803) 779-9084

South Carolina State Library
1500 Senate Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
(803) 758-3181

Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield
Regional Library
1307 Georgia Avenue
North Augusta, South Carolina 29841
(803) 648-8961

Allendale-Hampton-Jasper
Regional Library
War Memorial Building
Court House Sauare
Allendale, So~th Carolina 29810
(803) 584-3513

Charleston County Library
404 King Street
Charleston, South Carolina 29403
(803) 723-1645

Chatham County Public Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, Georgia 31499
(921) 234-5127

Screven-Jenkine Regional Library
302 East Ogeechee Street
Sylvania, Georgia 30467
(912) 564-7526

Washington Memorial Library
1180 Washington Avenue
Macon, Georgia 30467
(912) 744-0800

Aiken County Public Library
435 Newberry Street
Aiken, South Carolina 29801
(803) 649-2352

Orangeburg County Free Library
510 Lories NS
P.O. BOX 1367
Orangeburg, South Carolina 29115
(803) 531-4636

Beaufort County Library
710 Craven Street
Beaufort, South Carolina 29304
(803) 524-0762

Spartanburg County Library
333 South Pine Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29304
(803) 596-3505

Greenville County Library
300 College Street
Greenville, South Carolina 29601
(803) 242-5000
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Table K-1. Scoping topics and EIS sections

Scoping topic EIS section

Accident analysis
Alternatives--cooling
Alternatives--production
Atmospheric effects

Cuwlative radiological
effects

Emergency planning
Endangered species
Fisheries
Ground-water contamination
Ground-water usage
Health effects

Mitigation measures
Monitoring
Need
NEPA procedures
Radioactive waste
Radiocesium remobilization
Radiological effects

Regulatory requirements
Safety alternatives
Seepage basina
Socioeconomic effects
SKY and regional effects
Surface-water use
Thermal effects
Tritium

Wetland impacts
Wildlife

4.2.1, 4.3.2.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.5, App. G
4.4.2
Chapter 2
4.1.1.6, 4.1.2.1, 4.2.2.1, 4.3.1, 5.1.1.3,
5.1.2.2, App. B

5.1.2, 5.2.6, 3.7.1

4.2.1.3, App. G, App. H
3.6.1.Ii,3.6.2.3, 4.1.1.4, 7.3, App. C
3.6.2, 4.1.1.2, 4.4.2, 5.2.4.2, 5.2.5, App. C
4.1.2.2, 4.4.3, 5.1.1.2, 5.1.1.4, App. F
4.1.1.3, 5.2.3
3.7.1, 4.1.2.6, 4.2.1.5, 5.1.2.5, 5.2.7,
6.1.4, App. B, App. G

4.4
Chapter 6
1.1
Foreword
4.1.2.8, 4.3, 4.6, 5.1.2.8
3.7.2, 4.1.2.4, App. B, App. D
3.7.1, 4.2.1, 5.1.2, 5.2.6, App. B, App. D,
ApP. G

Chapter 7
4.4.1, 4.4.5
4.1.2.2, 4.4.3.2, 5.1.1.2, 5.1.2.1
4.1,1.1, 4.2.1.5, 5.1.1.1, 5.2.1
3,7.1, 5.2
4.1.1.2, 5.1.1.4, 5.2.2, App. D
4.1.1.4, 4.4.2, 4.4.3.4, 5.2.4, 5.2.5.1
4,1.2.1, 4.1.2.2, 4.2.1.4, 4.3.2,3, 4.4.3.2,
4.4.3.5, 4.4.5, 5.1.2.1, 5.1.2.2, 5.2.6

4.1.1.4, 4.4.2, 5.1.1.2, 5.2.4, App. C, App. I
3.6, 4.1.1.4, 4.4.2, App. C, App. I
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Table K-2. Scoping maeting speakers

Hearing
Witness appearance Representing Page

Barnes, Travis

Benedict, Lawrence

Brown, Virginia

Denton, John
Dillon, Zaida
DuTeau, Gary
Dykes, Virginia
Gnrdon, Judith

Graber, Susan
Barrington, Ann
Hart, Frances
Heath, Melissa
Jones, Beatrice
Kelly, Mary

LeMay, Geraldine
Lowe, Michael
Maclean, John
Matthews, Ken
McDaniela, William
Price, Sister Helena
Reed, Joel
Seymour, Mary Lou
Stallinga, James
Stoney, S. David
Tilson, Elwin
Tsagoa, Zoe

Wise, Barbara

8/1 am

815 am

8/5 am

8/2 am
814 am
811 pm
8/1 am
811 pm

814 pm
8/4 pm
812 am
815 am
8/2 pm
8/2 am

8/5 am
8/2 am
815 pm
8/5 am
8/2 am
8/4 pm
815 am
8/2 pm
8/2 am
8/1 pm
8/5 pm
8/4 am

812 pm

State Representative, Georgia 90th
District

The Georgia Conservancy, Coaatal
Cltizens for a Clean Environment

League of Women Voters of
Savannah-Chatham

Self
Self
Self
Self
Sierra Club, South Carolina
and Georgia Chapters

Self
Self
Energy Research Foundation
Self
Self
League of Women Voters of South

Carolina
League of Women Voters of Genrgia
Palmetto Alliance, Inc.
Several individuals
Savannah Chamber of Commerce
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
League nf Women Voters of northern
Beaufort County

Self

K-5

K-55

K-62

K-33
K-50
K-13
K-28
K-6

K-49
K-51
K-16
K-64
K-35
K-20

K-52
K-25
K-67
K-59
K-26
K-48
K-61
K-42
K-22
K-9
K-65
K-44

K-39

K-4



Table K-3. Scoping statmnts and EIS sections or DDE’s responses

Cement

number

Scoping

St atmnt topic EIS section or DDE co-”t

STAIEMEN T OF lHE HONORAWE TRAVIS BARNES
STATE REPRESENTATIVE, 90TH OISTRICT, GEORGIA

I thi~ maybe that some of y!all have gone to a lot of trau-
ble. You may feel like peopl~ *O have organized e banquet end
have all the places set and nobody coims, but I thi~ it is i-
portant that you all are taking this extra precautim before
the reactivation of this L-Reactor.

Really, I have no crit icims. In fact, I want to commnd the
Oepartwnt of Energy, 1 have been receiving almost on a bi-
weekly basis a lot of information about the L-Reactor and whet
possibly is its i~act.

This is written for engineers, and my training was philosophy

~
and theology, so I have had a little bit of a tmgh time with
it. Yet I think the fact you all are having hearings and

U taking a second look at any effect the L-Reactor will have in
its reactivation on this area is good.

As you may well all know, there are over 350,000 people in the
Metropolitan aree of Augusta and we do have a concern abcut any
env iro”me”tal impact it might have on our area, both as far as

Al individuals biologically, perhaps, the chance of emissions, and HeaIth effects
particularly our neighbors to the south of us *O are concerned

A2 about grcundwater affecting their drinking water, perhaps, of GrOun*ater use
the many thousands of people. So we are glad that the govern-
ment is taking a second look and making sure that the phlic
interest is fully protected. And really my only question I
wuld have to you would be: Have all of these precautions been
made and are w double-checking, doble-checking the possible

A3 effEct of any emissions or any effect on the atmospheric condi- Atmo8pheric effects
M tiow as well as the groundwater?

Sections 4.1.1.6, 4.1.2.1, 4.2.2.1,
4.3.1, 5.1.1.3, 5.1.2.2, Appendix B

Groundnater use Sections 4.1.1.3, 5.2.3

Sctions4.~.2.6,4.2.1.5,5.1.2.5,
5.2.7,6.1.4,Appndix8, Appendix G
Sections 4.1.1.}, 5.2.3
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STATEMENTOF JUDITH E. GOROON
REPRESENT1ffi SOUTHCAROLINA ANI GEORGIA SIERRA CLUB

I mnJudithE.Gordon representing the %uth Caroline and Gaor-
gia chapters of the Sierra Cl& with a membership of about
5,000 in the tun-state area. I thank you for this opportunity
to express the environmental concerns of the Sierra Cl* with
respect to the proposed restart of the L-Reactor at the Savan-
nah River Plant.

In its public notice, 00E has identified several environmental
issues to be addressed. However, I did not see 1 is ted one of

01 th3 most important issues; that is, the destruction of mtlands &tland iapacts
habitat.

s
The percentage of S* wetlands that will be affected by L-

A Reactor restart varies with how the calculations are made and
with hcm wetlands are defined. Nonetheless, by 00E 1a own cal-
culations, only >6 percent of Savannah River Plant wtlands
have not been affected by therml discharges.

Since 10SS of nwtlands has becwm a priority--of priority in
environmental concerns, both at federal imd state levels, I
request that in assessing netland losses, 00E take into
account:

1. The literature from the federal agencie8 concerned, for
example, studies done by the Fish & Wildlife Service of the
Department of the Interior.

2. Studies done by South Carolina and Georgia stete agencies
on the importance of wetlands and their rate of 10S8.

There are other concern8 I wuld like to e~hasize using the
categories suggested by the Oepartfmnt of Energy.

B2 No. 1. Socioeconomic: Since ari Environmental l~act Stnteuant SOcioeconondcs
t yplcallY discusses the jobs provided by the facility, I
belleve the other side of the economic coin tiould alm be die-
cussed in the EI$ specifically, mat mitigating masures will
the Oepartwnt of Energy implwnmnt to lessen the job crisis

Sections 4.1.1.4, 4.4.2, 5.1.1.2,
5.2.4, Appendix C, Appendix I

%ction 4.6
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Cormnent %oping
number St at-nt topic EIS section or DOE comnt

that wi 11 ensue when the aging reactors at the Savannah River
Plant nre shut down, including eventually the L-Reactor itself.

S13 2. Endangered Species: The EIS should certainly incorporate
the resuLts of o“goi”g re8eacch being done at the Sava””ti
River lti on river ecology and the !%octnose Stucgeon. It

shald also include a Woodstork study currently under way at
the Savannah River Ecology Lab.

m 3. Fisheries: The EIS should estimate the cumulative effects

on fish passage from all thwrwl plumes in the river area, not
just that of L-Reactor.

05 4. Radiological Effects and Safety: 7he EIS should address the
estimated contaninat ion and hazards resulting frrnn a worst
possible accident at the L-Reactor; nothirq less than that.

~ M No. 5. Groundwater Contamination: In view of the reprted
u contamination of the Tuscaloosa Aquifer, the EIS shculd explain

hat errors wre made in previou8 sttiies that a88ured the
ptilic that there was w reaao” to be concecnBd about pol lut io”

of aquifers. This should be cent rastBd with expla”atio”s of

han the varicus wastes from the L-Reactor restart wuld be
handled to prev~nt further contamination.

Finally, 1 would like to make t w general connnents that 1 feel
DOE ahwld conaid.qc in the preparation of this EIS.

Number one, as a government agency, the Deparbnent of Energy
should set an example such that everyone hnuld be aware of the
concern of the federal government for environmental quality.

07 In particular, the federal governmnt surely muld not be in
the position of exeqting itself from standards that it expects
private intistry to meet, and I make this point in partimlar
reference to the water Sta”darda set by the State of %Uth
Carolina and the attmpts to have these put aside so that the
reactors at SW can be alloued to discharge hot water into the
strems on site.

BE Number tw, if the Department of Energy expects to establish
credibi Lity for its state~nts and actions, then it in t irfa
that it quit fw”itoring it~elf and establish a fund through

Endangered species sections 3.6.1.4, 3.6,2.3, 4.1.1.4,
~pendix C

Fisheries Sections 5.2.4.2, 5.2.5.1

Accident analyais Sections 4.2.1, 4.4.1, @pandix G

Gcoundwater contamination sections 4.1.2.2, 4.4.3, 5.1.1.2,
5.1.1.4, Appendix F. Mitigation of
ground!mater contandnation at SRP
will be the sbject of a separate
WEPA review.

Regulatory requireuento

bnitoring

Chapter 7
fhe OOE ia responsible for aesuring
health end safety for its own facil-
ities. In addition, the ODE will be
in co~liance with all applicable
Federal and State regulations.

&8pter 6
In ddition to the SW monitoring
pcogrmns, both the States of ~uth
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which independent qencies would monitor both radioactive and
nonradioactive discharges from the f acil it iea contracted by
00E. It is doubtless too late to bgin this process for the
E(S in question, but it should certainly be possible For future
endeavors.

09 There is one more thing I wuld like to add which is mt in the
stataent, and I wculd 1 ike to say that I thi~ it would
certainly be an advantqe to everyone if the cunments--the
cmment period on the EIS could be extended to 45 days rather
than 70 days. 1 think it is going to require that anount of
time to effectively judge the EIS.

Carolina rnd Georgia have imple-
mented State-wide environnentd mcm-
itoring progrms. Also, the State
OF South Carolina monitors SRP
activiti- for -P1 iance with State
regul at ions ad adninistrat im of
envixmental laws.

Procedures Forewrd
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STArEMENT OF DR. DAVIO STONEY, JR.

My nane is Oavid Stoney, Jr., and I am employed ~ a researcher
and teacher at a Iocal medical college. [ have a Ph.D. i“
physiology. I m here tonight to express my concerns as a
private citizen about sane of the ~pects about the restart of
the L-Reactor.

I mp~eciate the ~Pportunity to be here. I m glad we are
finally going about this thing right.

As a remark at the beginning of things, 1 wuld like to say
that I feLt that some information ws Left out of the back-
ground inf onnat ion that Mr. Sires preee”t ed reqardi”g this
L-Reactor 8U it and its consequences.

For exmple, the suggestim by Mr. Robert Morgan i“ the sp~i”g
of 1981 to a Subcvrnmittee of the Senate, [ believe, that m
exmption from the National Environmental Policy Act require-
ments would be beneficial. Sme itans like that, 1 think, fill
out the background on this dispute.

I ww ld like to address two “r three issues
important and that 1 m not certain will be
SIJFf icient detail and the in-depth analysis
the [“virome”tal Impact Stataent.

that I thin4 are
covered with
that is deserved in

cl First of all, the radiologic effects uf the routine nnd Cunul ative radiological Sections 5.1.2, 5.2.6
accidental releases of radioactivity from the Savannah River effects
Plant. I note that you plan to give us finally the Mulative
dose com itme”ts from rout im operations of the L-Reactor.

1 thirlk tho~ cumulative do= commitments from the L-Reactor
should be cimnbi”ed with cm”lative dose commitments frum all
the other radioactivity-producing activities and f~.il iiies at
the Savannah River Plant.

These, I believe, should be explicitly presented a“d the health
effects from those dose commitment should also be explicitly
set forth i“ the Environmental Impact Statment.



Table K-3. Scoping statements and EIS sections or DOE’S responses (continued)

Comment Scoping
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C2 The estimates of the health effects should reflect, first, Health effects Sectiow 4.1.2.6, 4.2.1.5, 5.1.2.5,

those due to tb operation of the L-Reactor in the context of 5.2.7, Ap~ndix B

the entire Savannah River Plant operations, as well = in the
context of neighboring nuclear facilities, such as the Vogtle
Plant, *ich will h coming on line presumably in the near
future.

So we should see not only the incremental effects from the
L-Reactor but how those effects add to what is already being
produced from the Savannah River Plant.

C3 In addition to estimating the health effects from tk total Health effects

radioactivity dose commitment from Savannah River Plant activi-
ties, I thi~ those commitments, those health effects shmld be
taken also in the context of the increased radioactive Lmck-
ground, if you will, in the Northern Hemisphe= by the activity
of all other nuclear facilities, mstly commercial nuclear
facilities.

1 have read, for exa~le, in the 1982 edition of the Encyclo-
pedia 8 ritannica that they anticipate by the year 2000 a
doubling of backgrouti radiatim dm mostly to commercial
nuclear Facilities.

C4 Let’s take a Look at the total health effects, not only from Health effects

the L-Reactor but also from all the other Savannah River Plant
activities, look at that dose cn top, of the &se w are getting
from the rest of the world, if YOU WI1l.

I expect to see in the Environ~ntal Impact Statement at least
three sets of data about health effects.

One, those incremental effects ~sociated with the restart of
L-Reactor; two, those effects associated with t~ entire
S8vannah River Plant and neighboring rniclear facilities activi-
ties, including those from the L-Reactor; and finally, those
associatd with global Northern Hemi?phecic nuclear activities,
including our own regional contributions thereto.

S=ticms 3.7.1, 4.1.2.6, 4.2.1.5,
5.1.2.5, 5.2.7, Appmdix B

Section 3.7.1, 4.1.2.6, 4.2.1.5,
5.1.2.5, 5.2.7, Appendix B

Only then, when we look at all of that data, can tk citizens
of this area really know hat the health effecte are.
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C5 1 second Dr. Gordonvs call, and 1 point out to Mr. Cumbee and
to thi8 hearing that several other people--For example, Or.
Cochran and Or. Scheer of th8 Natural Resources Defense
Council--have called for a release of information about the
consequences of a full core mwltdmn accident at the L-Reactor.

According to your published statment, apparently you intend to
do that. You indicate consideration of postulated beyond
design basis accidents and probability ies. h. Sires didn” t
mntian that, 1 don’t believe, in his verbal address. Am I to
understand that you do intend to consider a full core imltdown
accident, Mr. Sires?

C6 1 believe that the Environnantal l~act Statement should fully
C7 analyze the health a“d enviromntal effects, indeed the social

and the economic effects, of accidents up to a full core

~
w ltdown.

C8 This is what nvuld be required for any commrcial nuclear
reactor. It is tiat the people of this area want to kno~ what
is the bottom rung for prohcing plutoniw for bombs here. %
deserve to know it; w want to know it.

C9 In this regard, there is one area that 1 have spoken to before
that is not considered in your outline of scoping areas. fhis
is the question of what happens in the case of radio logic
emerpncy at the Savannah River Plant.

We need to know, and 1 think the Environmental l~act Statenmnt
should spell out the wchanims for dealing with “s, the
surrmnding populations in the event of a major radio logic
accident at Savannah River Plant.

There are tens of millions of curies of radioactivity in the
inventory of L-Reactor, or at least there will be after its
startup. I want to know *at to do with ~ grandchildren if
there is a fuIl core mltdmn at the L-Reactor with the wind
blowi~ 15 knots right to Augusta.

Accident analysis Sect ion 4.2.1, Appendix G

Health effects Section 4.2.1.5, Appendix G
SOciecOnOmi c effects Appendix G

Regulatory %e COmrmnt 87

Cwrgency planning Section 4.2.1.3, Appendix H

What ace at least the cent co 1, the comrnunicat ion procedures in
the event of such an accident? We want to knw.
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Clo Mr. Cunbee, thank you for the ~portunit y to speak to these
issues. I look fow’drd to reviewing tb draft EIS document.
request specifically that the period for review of the draft
EIS be the full 45-day pe:iod as suggested by law.

NEPA procedures Forewrd
1

I thinkthe po~lation deserves that chance to look at what
will be, for the first time, I think, a fai:ly di:ect
consideratim of Savannah River Plant activities.
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01

SIArEMENT OF GARY MTCAU

1 am a private citizen here in Augusta. I have been in busi-
ness here, and I m now farming a littlebit in South Caro-
lina. 1 ‘m still associated in business here in Augusta and a
resident.

Now, I would like to preface my remarks by saying, of course,
as you know, there are millions of people like myself ho
object to the procedures which the government has sanetimes
used in order to determine what is safe fur the public. Now,
ltm a college-educated man, and I h-n very fmiliar with the
issues. 1 have read extensively on it. 1 have followed the
mclear development and 1 am faniliar with the weapons issue.

I an opposed to an unending manufacture of nuclear weapons; Need
and as I say,these issues--these attitudes that I have are re-
flected in many people of the population, not all of Mm may
be here. I do not know exactly how well you encouraged people
to come. 1 found out about this through a friend.

1 think that the chwical industry tiich is involved here,
DuPont being a 1eadi~ member of that group, and I think the
kerican Goverment has ve?y frequently, hen sunething like
this--when it comes to nuc lea: energy, when it comes b chmi-
cal waste, has gone off half cocked, assumed that anything they
decided would be in the public interest because they have that
trust.

I think we cnuld p?obably list thousands of exanples which
originally begin with ignorance on the part of the goverrnnent
because they feel like they know erlough to &cide an issue.
Now, we are talking about an Er)vironmental Impact Statement, I
realize, a“d that is a“ attenpt to educate yourself a9 the
government, as the Cmpany who ix going to be doing this wurk,
Nith potential dangers to the public and to the enk, i:onnent.

Section 1.1
Considerate im of the rat io”ale in
establishing the need is beyond the
scope of the EIS.

Now, Love Canal, Agent Orange, 2,000, 1 think it is, chmical
waste dunps which are hazardous around this country where
canpanies have walked off and Ief t their garbage laying around;
very deadly.
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02 One thing 1 object to specifically, and I thi~ this is
indicative of the problm here, and the scope of it is through
ignorance, originally feelingit was going to be easy to take
cam of, we wound up with, I think, around 27 or over 20
million gallons of radioactive waste.

We hwe had M“y leaks into the enviromnt. 7hat!s comnmn
knowledge now. Have many safety problems. The chemical
in&stcy i“ ga”eral has a tremendous nmber.

Right ncu thcusands of plants are releasing their effluents
into stream illegally and legally.

05 To be direct, then, I think a full and comprehensive study
shald be undertaken, particularly evacuation i“ the case of a
com nmltdom or other significantaccident.

~
M I think they should et”dy the problem within the co~any of

:. foreseeing and preventing problems which they have not demon-
strated their ability to do, at leaSt real well, They have
projected ahead and discovered Mny things that cml d be prob-
lems, but by and large, w have had many releases, unsafe re-
leases of gas, unscheduled, a“d 1 think that in the sttiy, we
should exmine tiy those things happen; hu~n error, 1 guess.

05 AIso, an evacu~tion plan a“d the effects of the releases;
cancer, specifically.

06 How w1l the aquifer can be protected, I think, shwld be
included in the study. 1 pec80nally do not think that itts
necessary to do it but, of course, if the govermnt--if the
members i“ the government decide they wil 1 impose this, the” I
thiti that they owe it to the public to att~t to protect them
frm that which they have “ot been able to do so far due to
their own mistakes, lack of knowledge especially in foreseeing
what could be problems, wait i“g “nt il they have problem rather
than looking ahead with a study.

Radioactive waste Sectionsb .1.2.8, 4.3, 4.6, 5.1.2.8

Ewrgency planning Section 4.2.1.3, &pendix H

Accident analysis Section 4.2.1.2

Health effects Section 4.2.1.5, Appendix G

Grountiater contamination %ctions 4.1.1.2, 4.4.3, 5.1.1.2,
5.1.1.4, Appendix F. Se Ccnnment
06.

Now, frw what 1 have heard, there is s.nm question as to
whether or not there will eve” be an Environm”tal l~act
Statmnt that is very broad i“ scope. Originally they felt it
was unnecesaery, and nm w are here to find out if the pblic
object B to such a cursory exminat ion.
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I would like to see it M thorough as possible.

That Js all I have to say.
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STATEMENT DF UfS . FRANCES CLOSE HART

I am Frances Hart, ati I !m making the= cownts on behalf of
the Energy Research Foundation of Columbia, South Carolina. My
comments are largelybasedonwrittencomments tiich will be
submitted for the record by the National Resources Def~se
Council on behalf of plaintiff groups in the EIS lawsuit.

We assure that the Department of Energy, in accordame with the
National Environmental Policy tit, will address clearly end
fully the environmental impacts of the L-Reactor, particularly
those which have been repeatedly identified as matters of con-
cern in litigation, Congressional and administrative hearings,
and statements, let t ers and other comments of federa 1 end State
officials and technical personnel, and the public. We assume

~
that 00E will make a concerted effort to fill the existing gaps
in knowledge regarding the impacts of the L-Re=tor tiich have

.
m

been previously pointed out.

El We also anticipate that 00E will give objective co~ideration Alternatives
to all reasonable alternatives keeping in mind the following
statement taken from a Council on Environmental Quality
Memorandum to federal agencies concerning NEPA regulations:

“The phrase ‘ range of alternatives’. . .imludes all reaeontile
alternatives, *ich must be rigorously explored and objectively
evaluated . . . . In determining the scope of alternatives to be
considered the mphasis is on what is ‘reasonable’ rather than
on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is capable of
carrying out a particular alternative. Reasonable alternatives
include those that are practical or feasible from the technical
and economic standpoint and using cormrmn sense, rather than
simply desirable from tb standpoint of the applicant. ”

Specific comments on the proposed SCOP of the E 1S include the
following:

Zz The draft EIS should contain a justification for the proposed Need
startup of the L-Reactor, particularly in regard to the timing,

E2 which has relevance for the operational alternatives which Alt ernativem
would eliminate or reduce tha environmental harm and hazards

Ch6pter2, Section 4.4

Section 1.1

Section 4.4
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E4

E>

associated with operation as proposed in the Envi:orunentaL
Assessment.

There are substantial questions w to the imediacy of the need Need
for the plutonium to & produced by the L-Reactor, *ose
startup was initialLy called for in 1980.

Fur example, the number of warheads fur the MX missilesnow
scheduled to be deployed h= beer> reduced frw @prvxiinately
2,000 to 1,000. It is estimated that the L-Reactor will pro-
duce each year enough plutonium for sme 75 to 100 nuclear
warheads. Thus, the reduction in the MX program alone suggestY
that operation of the L-Reactor may be delayed without risk to
our nat ion’s security irl order to implement mitigatim measures
prior to startup.

00E representatives have repeatedly testified before congres-

sional committees that the L-Reactor is meded to meet a possi-
ble shortfall in nuclear we~on materials in the early 1990’s.
As a result of other production initiatives, 00E is rim already
ahead of its targets to boost the p:oductivn of these mate-
rials. And recent ly the House Armed Services Committee found
that ‘*there is no basis to assume that large rnnnbers of nuclear
weapons will be produced in the years beyond 1990. ”

The draft E[S should consider as a reasonable alternative a Alternatives
delay in the operation of the L-Reactor for an extended period
to allow the imp Iementat icm of mitigat ion alternatives combined
with production alternatives if wcessary.

In order to provide a rational basis for this decision, the Need
draft EIS must provide ati disclose to the public, to the
fullest extent possible, data in response to the Following:

1. Identify each material production alternative through 1995;

Section 1.1
See Cunm6nt D1

S~tivns 2.3, 4.4

Section 1.1

2. Identify by year the plutonium-equivalent production
capability of each alternative;

3. Identify fur each year the plutoniun-equivalent inventory,
stockpile, a“d future requirements;
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E6

El

[8

E9

Elo

4. Indicate precisely which, i.f any, weapns systms and re-
quirewnts would have to be delayed if the L-Reactor opera-
t ion was postponed one, tm, three, or four years; and

5. Indicate whether and hou a delay in L-Reactor operation of
one or tw years would affect the production of warheads
already sche~led to 1988, or plutonium cant ingency needs
in the “out years. ”

Tk draft EIS should fully disclose both the capital and opera- Alternative cooling
tional costs of each cooling water alternative, with covlete
documentation of smh costs and scheduling to permit Meaningful
outside review.

lhe draft EIS should consider the costs as well as the benefits %cioeconomic effects
associated with employment and related econtic impacts of
L-Reactor operations. Continuing or increased ra liance on the
Savannah River Plant cmld present indirect costs to the area,
such as the drain on ski 1led technical personnel *O are thus
not available to the private sector. fhe area’s dependence on
this one source of emplo~nt and economic stimulation could
present problems should national developments bring abcut a
decrease in SRP’S operating budget.

Socioeconomic benefits from impletrmntation of various mitiga- Alternatives
tion alternatives nust be mighed against supposed costs of
delay.

An accidental release could have serious implications for SOcioeconomics

econtic develowent in the region, partimlarly those areas
donnst rem and downwind of SRP, and socioeconomic effects in
the larger %vannh River Basin of such releases, and of water
contamination, should be assessed.

The draft EIS should describe the increase in the withdrawal of Surface water use
Savannah River water for cooling purposes and any indications
of existing and potential conflicts in the u= of this r.3-
snurce, s=h as the proposed hydroelectric facility on the
Augusta Canal. Concerns about adequacy of freshwater supplies
in coastal areas and sqgeated increased use of the Savannah
River For drinking water rrust be tabn into account. And 8d0-
quacy of river flow in times of drwght, a concern expressed by
the Corps of Engineers, nust be addressed.

%ction 4.4.2
Selection of thermal mitigation
measures for all SRP thermal
discharges will be the subject of
a separate NEPA review.

%ctions 4.1.1.1, 5.1.1.1, 5.2.1

Section 4.4.1.6

%ction 4.2 .1.5

%ctiona 4.1.1.2, 5.1.1.4, 5.2.2
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.s11

El 2

El 5

E16

E17

E18

The dose connd tments from the rcut ine operations of the
L-Reactor, including radiocesiuntransport,and f corn L-Reactor
accidental releases should be masured againstthesw
standardsapplied to commercial nuclear reactors and using ‘the
sane methodology. 7he draft EIS should clearly identify where
those standards, nmly 10 CFR Parts 50 and 100, muld be
exceeded by thB L-Reactor and by SW as a mlt i-reactor site.

l~acta from cesim transport shculd be evaluated partiwlarly
with regard to the flooding of Creek Swamp Plantation and FQS-
aible concentrate ions in fish such as the lar~mouth bass, which
cm have a concentration factor as high as 10,000. Ihe i~acta
must be considered in light of consumption of fish donnatrea
of Creek Swamp Plantation.

The draft EIS should fully analyzethei~actsofallpossible
reactoraccident sequences, including so-called Class 9 mcci-
dents, ~ is required of all cormnercial reactors and using the
Sme methodology. Environmental, social, and economic effects
of accidents up to a full-core mltdom should be considered.
Costs a“d impacts from co”str”ction of contaimnt do~s for
SRP’S reactors should be included in the draft.

The draft should include a liquid pathways assessinent to
analyze the effects of L-Reactor accidental releases on grcund
and surface waters, as nell as drinking water from the Sevan”ah
River.

Finally, the draft EIS shculd contain a clear explanation of
the sources and consequences of the existing groundwater ccl”-
taninatio” at SW in all areas which will in any way be af-
fected by L-Reactor startup, including the M-Aces. It should
provide full documentation as to the possible nwvemnt of con-
taminants to deep aquifers. The discussion in the draft EIS
should provide a basis for selection of a“ alternative to the
present outdated reli8nce on seepage b8sins. Plans for co-
pliance with federal and state envirowntal relations, such
- the ClearI Water hct a“d the Resource Conservation and
ReconryAct,should be discussed.

Regulatory requir-nts

Radiocesim

Accident analysis

Safety alternatives

Accident analysie

Sections 4.1.2, 4.2, 5.1.2, 5.2.6,
&pendix B, &pendix G

%ctions 3.7.2, 4.1.2.4, 4.2.2.5,
@pendix 8, @pendix O

%ction 4.2.1.5, Appendix G

Section 4.4.1.6, Appendix G

%ctions 4.2.1, 4.3.2.3, Ap~ndix G

Groundaater contamination %ctions 4.1.2.2, 4.4.3, 5.1.1.2,
5.1.1.4, Appendix F

Seepage basin alternative %ction 4.4.3

Regulatory requirements bapter 7



Table K-}. stop ing statements ad E15 sect ions or DDE’s respons= (cent inued)

Cmment Scoping

number Stataent topic EI S section on DOE comment

STATEMENT DF DR. WRY KELLY

I m Dr. Mary 1. Kelly, First Vice-President and Natural
Resources Coordinator for the Leaque uf Wanen Voters of South
Carolina. We offered testimony at the February 9, 198~, Senate
Amed Services Camnittee hearing in support of preparation of
an EIS befoze restart OF the L-Reactur. At that time we con-
tended that the Envirunne”tal Assessment was inadequate, that
the Savannah River Plant and its nuclear production facilities
were sited back i“ the fifties, not on the basis of the most
envi~onmentally suited area, but on the basis of political

F1 acceptability. No comprehensive envi~unmental i,npact study h=
ever been done. We seriously doubt, if a study as mandated by
the National E“vironmentsl Policy Act of 1969 had been re-
quired, that this facility would have been sited in a seis-

~ mically active area of high rainfall, on top of a major
aquifer, and impact ing a ? iver used = a d: inktig water ~0.rce

s for a large nmber of Georgia and South Carolina citizens.
Those considerations still prevail. There is still wed fo~
such a comprehensive study which would take Into cowlderatlon
the impact of the total facility plus the impact of other
nuclear Werations under the control of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission adjacent to or in ?eason&le proximity to the

F2 Savannah River Plant. Cumulative environmental and health

efFects need to be considered. Unf urtunatel y, under the terms
of an expedited EIS pr”cess for une reactor, evaluation of the
t:ue broad and long-range impact will still not be adequately
addressed.

In many respects, the ability of the citizens uf South Carolina
and its regulatory agencies to deal with DDZ h- greatly im-
pruved since the February 9 hearing. This scoping meeting and
the EIS are the result of the amendment to the Energy and Water
Development Appropriations Act of 1984 and the ruling by
Federal Judge Jackson in the suit brought by the Natural Re-
sources DeFense Council. Various League organizat 10nS, inc~ud-
ing the= of Georgia and South Carolina, are plaintiffs in that
suit. Judge Jackson ruled that the L-Reactor restart is indeed
illegal in that it is a significant environmental action. A
ruling on the requested injunction to halt the restart until
the completion of the EIS process is still awaited.

NEPA procedures The Savannah River Plant was sited,
constructed and started operatims
i“ the early 1950’s; this W8S well
before the National Envti~enta~
Policy Act of 1969 that required
EIS be prepared m major Federal
actions.

Cmulative
ef Fects

(radiological) Section 5.2.6


